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BC fills director of

2008

sustainability Fears

created within Utilities conservation will be among Manning's
sustainability initiatives. "Manning will
Management.
"The position was created at the work with many of us at BC to develop
Inlight of the Vatican'srecent declarecommendation of Tom Devine, vice goals, objectives, and programs for susration that pollution is a modern-daysin, president of Facilities Management," tainabilityand energy management,"Keit seems that Boston College is moving Executive Vice President Patrick Keatating said. "One of the first tasks will be
in a more environmentally-conscious ing said. "It is reallya broadening of the to assist the University in describing our
direction. As of last Monday, Deirdre role Manningpreviously had to include approach to sustainabilityin the docuManning, utilities manager in Facilisustainability initiatives in addition to ments we submit to the city ofBoston as
ties Services, was appointed director of her energy management ones." Recycling, part of our MasterPlan."
Manning cited current efforts by the
sustainability and energy management, construction, local buying, and energy

By

JuliaWilson

www.bcheights.com

a new position

Heights Editor

University, like the composting of dining
waste, as something BC already does in
an effort to be more environmentallyconscious. She also saidthat her relationship
withEcopledge, thestudent environmental organization led byKatherine Walsh,
A&S '08, stands as a step towardachieving the common goals of conserving
energy, encouraging students to recycle,

See Sustainability, A4

Mukasey spurs controversy at BC Law

See Mukasey, A5

actions
Law

professor dissects

the war in relation to the
U.S. Constitution
By

Matthew DeLuca

Asst. News Editor
The Initiative for the Study of Constitutional Democracy and Boston College Law School sponsored a lecture by
Jack Goldsmith, Harvard law professor,
author, and former head of the Justice
Deparment's Office of Legal Counsel.
Goldsmithspoke aboutthe legal aspects
ofthe war on terror, andthe way in which
the WhiteHouse's relationshipwith the
lawhas shapedpolicy decisions. He has
published a book on the subject titled
The Terror Presidency.
Goldsmithsaidthat in the post-Sept.
11 world, controversialdecisions by the
Bush administrationwere shapedby two
fears: the fear offuture attack, and the
fearof thelaw. Inregard to the first fear,
Goldsmith said, "It is widelybelieved in
the public,I believe, that the government
is exaggerating the threat of terrorist
attack for political reasons." Goldsmith
said that his experience in government
impressed upon him that, if anything,
the government is understating the
threat.
He said that this fear led many in the
government, in both the intelligenceand

Slated speaker for law
school convocation
rouses heated debate

speakerwhorefuses to acknowledgethat
waterboardingis a form oftorture."
On March 11, Rogers and 21 other
faculty members sent a petition to
Mukasey's office, respectfully requesting
that he withdraw his offer to speak at
By Patrick Gallagher
the commencement on May 23. Copies
Heights Staff
of the signed letter were also forwarded
to Dean of BC Law School John Garvey
Amid mixed reactions from faculty
and University PresidentRev. WilliamP.
and students, on Jan.23 the BostonColLeahy, S.J.s office.
lege Law School announced that U.S.
The petition read, "We realize that
Attorney General Michael Mukasey will
you face complexprofessional difficulties
be speaking at the 2008 Law School
in yourposition as Attorney General. We
commencement. With commencement
are very concerned, however, that your
just two months away, nearly two dozen
role in the current controversyregarding
faculty members have made a final plea
the legality of waterboarding has made
to theadministrationand to the Attorney
you a symbol ofAdministrationpolicies
General'soffice that Mukasey not speak
that conflict with basic principles of inat the event.
ternationaland domestic law, the ideals
"A commencement speaker is rather
ofBoston College Law School, and the
different than someone coming to speak
Jesuit principles that underlie Boston
on a matter of public interest - a comCollege'seducational mission."
is
someone
mencement speaker
held
Speaking on the controversial waterup to the students and the world as an
boarding
technique that has been used
embodiment of the school," said James
as a methodof interrogation by the U.S.
Rogers, a professor at BC Law School.
Rogers said, "That's one
"It strikes me as very problematic that government,
the school has invited a commencement

shape

DAMIAN DOVARGANES / AP PHOTO

Michael Mukasey will not be awarded BC Law School's highest honor, the Founder's Medal.

See War on Terror, A3

Bishops outline values for '08
Statement presents
Catholic position on
contemporary issues
By Joseph

Zaleski

Heights Editor

COURTESY OF SHEILA MCMAHON

Participants in CARE Week sport T-shirts commemoratingtheir 'concern about rape education.'

CARE Week seeks

enlighten

to unify,
Alexi Chi

nity, we need to stand up together," said
Karlyn Bolduc, a member of the WRC
andLSOE '08.
Though issues like rape, sexual asThe WRCkicked off CARE Week yessault, and violence against women are terday afternoon with the Help Createthe
difficult to stomach, the 2008 CARE Clothesline Project, which gave students
Week campaign is confronting them the chance to create their own T-shirts
head-onwith 13 events, demonstrations, expressing their personal reactions to
speeches, and panels to take place in the issues ofsexual assault or rape.
coming week. CARE Week will take place
CARE Week events continue today
from March 27 to April 4.
with the "How to Help a Friend" workThe acronym CARE stands for Conshop, sponsored by the WRC and the
cerned About Rape Education. Though Boston College Sexual Assault Network
(SANet) at noon. At 7 p.m., the Underthe events are coordinatedby the Women's Resource Center (WRC), CARE graduate Governmentof Boston College
(UGBC) will bring author, professor, and
Week seeks to act as a uniting force.
"The goal is to have an initiative that sociologistDr. Andrea Parrot to speak in
brings together groups on campus - from a lecture titled "AcquaintanceRape: the
academic groups to social groups - to Hidden Crime on College Campuses."
create awareness, spread educationabout Parrot is slated to address issues such as
the issues of sexual assault, rape, and human sexuality, women's health, and
violence against women, recognize the violence against women.
strength of survivors, and acknowledge
By

News Editor

that these issues exist and as a commu-

See CARE Week, A4
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In every election year since 1976, the
United States Council of Catholic Bishops
produced and approveda generalstatement
that makes clearthe Roman Catholicposition on many contemporary social and politicalissues. On Nov. 17, theCouncil passed
the2008 guide,titled"FormingConsciences
for Faithful Citizenship," in Baltimore,Md.,
with a 98 percent majority. The Council of
Bishops madeclear thatits intent is not to
coerce Catholics into voting for a particular
candidate;thischoiceresides with eachindiDAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTS EDITOR
vidualvoter. Rather, thedocument is meant
to be a way ofinfluencingsocialperceptions. GregoryKalscheur, S.J., of BC Law School, moderated a panel discussing Catholic voting Tuesday.
The documentfocuses on sevenkey themes:
TheChurch ofthe 21stCentury sponsored Licentiate in Sacred Theologyprogram at
the right to life and the dignity of the human person; call to family, community, and
a panel discussing theBishops' statement
Weston Jesuit SchoolofTheology; Alexia
participation; rights and responsibilities; on Tuesday. Gregory Kalscheur, S.J., a Kelley, executive directorof Catholics in
options for thepoor and vulnerable; dignity faculty member in the Boston College Alliance for the Common Good; Reginald
ofwork andthe right of workers; solidarity; Law School, moderated the talk, which Whitt, 0.P., founding memberof the St.
featuredPaul Manuel,chair ofthe departThomas SchoolofLaw faculty; and Maria
and caring for God's creation.
Tobetter dissectthisdocumentand its ment of politics at St. Anselm College;
See Bishops, A4
influence on RomanCatholicsin America, Thomas Massaro, S.J., director of the

Student joins Tibetan protests
By

Marina Lopes

For The Heights

The sun hadbarely risen as Matthew
Gordon found himself inside a jailhouse
in a small town a few miles away from
Dharamsala, India. Unlike most, who
view spring break as a precious escape
from therelentlesspressure ofmidterms,
Gordon saw his break as an opportunity
to do the extraordinary.
The sophomorefromHamiltonCollege
interruptedhis studies abroadin Indiato
join a large group of Tibetanrefugees in
a massive march protesting the Chinese
presence in Tibet. The march, which
mainly consistedof monks, nuns andreligious students, hadenduredfor over 15
days and was supposedto continue until
BINOD JOSHI / AP PHOTO

Tibetan nuns hold placards as they march in Katmandu, Nepal,yesterday..

L
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thermoelectric efficiency

See Protest, A5
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SOURCE: NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE

Journalists regain limited
access to Tibet after protests
LHASA, China (AP) - China on Wednesday
GREG BAKER / AP PHOTO

UNIVERSITIES
ONCAMPUS

Federal judgefinds plagiarism
service does not violate rights

CSOM students work to make
tax filing a little less odious

A federal court judge ruled against students who
saidthat popularplagiarism detectionservice Turnitin.
com violatedtheircopyrights. The service stores digital
copies ofsubmittedstudent essays in a database to aid
in detectingplagiarism. "Schools have a right to decide
how to monitor andaddressplagiarismin their schools
and may employ companies like iParadigms to help do
so," said U.S. District Court Judge Claude M. Hilton
in his ruling. iParadigm is the company that owns the
Turnitin.com service. Other students have sued in the
past because they felt that Turnitin.comprofited from
the use of their essays. The lawyer whorepresented the
students said he plans to appeal the ruling.

Carroll School ofManagement accounting students
have been workingto make the tax process a little bit
easier for some Allston-Brighton andCambridge senior
citizens, as well as employeesofBostonCollegeDining
Services. "We have someone sit down with everyperson,
and the students get to a point where they will know
what to ask, what to look for. They quickly become
familiarwith certain deductions or credits that people
are entitled to. It's a great service," Edward Taylor of
CSOM's accounting departmenttold reporters. Taylor
has organized student volunteersfor the past 10 years
in preparation for the April 15filing deadline.

announced the surrender of hundreds of
people over anti-governmentriots among Tibetans and allowedthe first group of foreign
journaliststo visit the regionalcapital since
the violence. The moves appear calculated
to bolster government claims that authorities are in control of the situation and that
the protests that began peacefully were acts
of destructionand murder. But the presence
of police throughout Lhasa indicated the
Tibetan capital remained under lockdown.
The protests embarrassed and frustrated
the government ahead of this summer's
Beijing Olympics, leading it to flood Tibet
with troops and ban foreign journalists. The
protests took a violent turn on March 14,
when rioters set hundreds of fires in Lhasa
and attacked ethnic Chinese.

NATIONAL

the Virginia Tech mass shootings offered mixedreactions Tuesdayto a proposed multimillion-dollarstate
settlement and whether it will properly honor their
loved ones. Familiesof the victims have until Monday
to say whether they'll accept the settlement, which
would give $100,000 to representatives of each of the
32killed and ensures that familieswill havethe chance
to talk to the governor and university officials about
the shootings. Under the proposal, a copy ofwhich was
obtainedby The Associated Press, $800,000 wouldbe
available to injured victims. They and the families of
thosekilled could seek additional money from a $1.75
millionhardship fund.

?

UNDER REPORTED
Giant dinosaur jawbone found

Lawsuit alleges Starbucks
withheld tips from employees

among unlabeled packages
AREQUIPA, Peru (Reuters) - Officials found the fossil of a giant dinosaur jawbone while investigating a
suspicious package on a bus in the mountains of Peru
on Tuesday. The fossil, weighing some 19 pounds, was
found in the cargo hold of the bus, which was headed
for the capital ofLima, and had been sent on the bus

BOSTON (AP) Starbucks Corp., stung by a California
judge'sruling orderingit to pay $106 million in tips and
interest to baristas, is facing a similarlawsuit in Massachusetts. A Somerville man who workedbriefly as a
barista at a Starbucks in Brookline claims the coffee
retailerrequired him to sharehis tips with shift supervisors. The lawsuit alleges that the practice is a violation
ofa state lawthatprohibits managerialemployeesfrom
sharing tips reserved for waiters and other employees
who can legally be paid belowthe minimum wage.
?

company'spackage service. "Theybegan to check the
package because it didn't have anything to indicate
what was inside. They were worried about its weight,
opened it and found the fossil," said Kleber Jimenez,
a local police officer. Peru has struggled for years to
combat traffickingoffossils and artifacts.
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Sports Scores
Want to report the resufts of a
game? Call Jessica Isner, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.

Arts Events

Crane collapses outside
downtown Miami condo
MIAMI (AP)
Authorities are investigating what caused a section of construction crane to plummet 30 floors
into a home that a contractor used
for storage, killing two people in the
nation's second deadly crane accident
in 10 days. The accident occurred at
a downtown Miami high-rise condominium Tuesday when workers tried
to raise the crane section to extend
the equipment's reach, said Miamifire
spokesman Ignatius Carroll. It fell 30
floors and smashed through the Spanish-tiledroof of a two-story house that
was the home of CameronDiaz's character in the movie There's Something
About Mary. Five workers were hurt,
?

LOCAL

140 CommonwealthAye.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

News Tips
Have a news tip or a good idea for a
story? Call Alexi Chi, News Editor,
at (617) 552-0172, or e-mail news@

RICHMOND, Va. (AP) - Those closeto the victims of

Michael Denisenko, CGSOM '08, was named one
ofBoston Business Journal's2008 MBAAll- Stars. This
acknowledgement is given to MBA candidateswhohave
"distinguishedthemselves over the course of their studies by academic performance, extracurricularactivities and how they plan to apply their newly acquired
business acumenonce they graduate,"accordingto the
articlein theBostonBusiness Journal.Denisenko didnot
always plan to enter the business world. "I consider
myself an atypical business major," he told reporters.
Born in SovietRussia, Denisenko moved with his family
to Brookline in 1992. He told reporters that he plans to
workfor Google after graduation in May.

The Heights
Boston College - McElroy 113

EDITORIAL RESOURCES

of Virginia Tech
victims seek settlement
Family

MBA student among 10 noted
by 'Boston Business Journal'

A Guide to Your
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The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and offcampus - including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Joseph Neese,Arts andReviewEditor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mailreview®
bcheights.com. For future events,

e-mail, fax,

or mail a detailed de-

scription of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its

readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you

believewe havemadea reporting error, have information that requires a

clarificationor correction, or questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact
Pilar Landon, Editor-in-Chief, at
(617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor®
bcheights.com.
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Police Blotter
3/23/08
Sunday, March 23
1:42 p.m.
2:16 a.m.

- A report was filed regarding a

suspicious circumstance.

6:57 a.m. - A report was filed in St. Thomas
More Hall regardingan intoxicatedperson of
legal age who was unable to care for himself.
He was transported to a medicalfacility.
1:46 p.m. - A report was filed regarding a
larceny from a vending machine. A detective
will followup.

Monday, March 24
1:11 a.m. - A report was filed regarding an intoxicatedunderageparty who was transported
to a medicalfacility by ambulance.
1:53 a.m. - A report was filed regarding a
hazardous situation in an office.
11:43 a.m. - A report was filed regarding a
suspicious circumstance in theKenny-Cottle
Law Library. A detectivewill investigate.
11:59 a.m. - Areport was filedregarding an ill
party in Fulton Hallwho was transported to a
medical facility.

Voices from the Dustbowl

- 3/25/08
- A report was filed regarding a

suspicious circumstance on the Brighton
Campus roadways.

- A report was filed regarding a
suspicious circumstance intheMerkertChemistry Center.
3:41 p.m.

"How much would you be willing to spend to
skip right to the summer?"
"$1,000."
?Greg Herbers,
A&S '11

7:10 p.m. - A report was filed regarding a
student who is being harassed. A detective is
investigating.

Tuesday, March 25
11:07 a.m. - A report was filed regarding
a larceny of items between roommates in
Edmond's Hall.

"$1,000."

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified,
Display, or Online Advertisement,
call our Advertising office at (617)
552-2220 Monday through Friday.

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic yearby
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2007. All rights reserved.

CORRECTIONS
Please send
corrections to editor®

12:45 p.m. - A report was filed regarding an
ill party who was transported to a medical

"$500."

facility.

?Ashley Kuriappuram,

?

-0547.

?Austin TVavis,
A&S TO

11:13 a.m. - A report was filed regarding a
suspicious circumstance in Gasson Hall.

5:16 p.m. - A report was filed regarding a minor motor vehicle accident at Stuart Hall.
Source: The Boston College
Police Department

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distributionproblems on campus,
contact Michael Kindrat-Pratt,
General Manager at (617) 552-

CSOM '11

bcheights.com
with 'correction'
in the subject line.
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Lieutenant shares views
By Meghan Michael
Assoc. News Editor

Since Sept. 11, terroristactivitiesby Islamicfundamentalistsand
the military actions taken by the
United States in the Middle East
have dominated political discussions both domesticallyand abroad,
and remain prominent in media
coverage. Students constantly
receive information through presidential speeches,political debates,
and newspaper headlines, but last
night they were presented with a
view of the state of the MiddleEast
from what might have been a new
perspective.

U.S. Naval Lieutenant Stephen
Murray, BC '03, sharedhis military
history and experiencesas an intelligence analystworking in Iraq and

other areas of the Middle East,
as well as his own personal views
on terrorism and the factors that
fuel anti-Americansentiment. The
presentationwas sponsoredby the
Boston College Republicans.
Since Murray joinedthe Navy
after graduating from BC, he has
worked in intelligence surveillance
and reconnaissance in Iraq and in
Korea, and has also spent time in

Qatar. There, he said, the often
contradictory clash of traditional
localand modern Westerncultures
can be seen on the sidewalks, where
one can find McArabia sandwiches
at a McDonald's down the street
from an ancient mosque. While
Americanbusinesses may be present commercially, Murray said that
not all are similarly accepting of
American culturalideas.
"They have Victoria Secret ads
up and at the same time women
are walkingby fully covered. It's
just a really strange contradiction,"
Murray said.
The golden arches of McDonald'smight be a visiblesign for some
ofthe extentofAmericaninfluence,
Murray said, but many terrorist
groups questionthe actualpower of
the United States and believe that
it is within theirpower to influence
U.S. foreign policy concerning the
MiddleEast.
"al-Qaida views the United
States as a 'paper tiger,'" Murray
said."The U.S.looks tough on paper
but if you can inflict enough casualties and cost them enough money,
they will quit, and that's what a lot
of terrorist groups believe."
Murray said that al-Qaida and

on

A3

terrorism 'Groundhog Day'

other terroristgroupsin theMiddle
East often targettwo groups, which
he calledthe near enemy andthefar
enemy. The near enemy includes
local Arab leaders who they feel
are corrupting Islamicvalues, such
as President Hosni Mubarak of
Egypt. These leaders often have
closerassociations with the United
States and, many terroristsbelieve
that if they force the United States
to withdrawfrom theMiddle East,
Islam would return to its former
purity, Murray said.
"They [the terrorist groups]
wantto takethem out but they view
the far enemy - the United States
- as their main obstacle to doing
that," Murray said.
Terrorist groups often try to gain
support using tactics or arguments
that portray the United States and
otherWestern states asa corrupting
influence, Murray said. They focus
recruiting efforts on either directing
attention to incidents that might
fuel anti-Western sentiments and
large demonstrations, such as the
Danish cartoons of Muhammad, or
capitalizeonpreexisting fearsabout
theperceivednegative influencesof
American culture.
"When they [people in the

Middle East] see Paris Hilton and
Britney Spears, they don't have a
lot of experience with American
women so they think that this is
the American ideal of how women
should be. For them, that is their
greatest fear, that their daughters
and sisters will end up like that,"
Murray said.
He said, though, that these
recruiting efforts aren'tnecessarily
targeting individualswho might not
bewell-educated or wealthy.
"For Islamic fundamentalist
terrorist groups, their strengths
are their level of education. It's
really a myth that the people in
these organizations are poor and
uneducated. That's simply not
true," Murray said.
In recent months incidents of
terrorist activities has declined, but
Murray attributedthis to the "winter lull"that occurs every year due
to the harsh climate and predicted
this would soon change.
"You're going to see in these
coming months more and more
attacks as they come out of the
mountains aftertheirwinter lulland
try to continue their objectives,"
Murray said. "They are already

film digs deeper
By Michael Madormo
Heights Staff

On Tuesdayevening the Interfaith Initiative hosted a screening of the film Groundhog Day
followed by a panel discussion
focusing on the theological underpinnings of the film. While
the 1993 film targeted a secular
market, its spiritually relevant
thematic elements have been
exploredby religious leaders of
various faiths
The film's protagonist, Phil
Connors, a self-centeredweatherman played by Bill Murray,
undergoes a series of transformations in his actions and philosophy as he is forced to relive
the same day over and over. Phil
graduallylearns how to love genuinely through his relationship
with his producer Rita, which
ultimatelyleads him to take on a
philosophy of loving others and
surrendering to God.
The panel discussion addressed a broad spectrum of
starting."!
theologicalimplications of the
film including perspectives from
Islam, Buddhism, and Christianity. Boston College professors James Morris and John
Makransky from the theology
departmentpresented the Musrestrictions led to an environhis ability to get other agencies of
lim and Buddhist perspectives,
ment of "cautious lawyering," an government on board with what
respectively, and Mark Heim,
environment that was criticizedin he was doing."
a professor from the Andover
the 9/11CommissionReport. "You
Whoever the next president
Newton Theology School, spoke
don't do anything in the defense is, he or she will have to face the
from the Christian perspective.
community or the intelligence challenge of educating the public
While each addressed the film
about the threatsfacing the councommunity without consulting a
in relation to the specific faith
lawyer," Goldsmith said.
try without betrayingintelligence
they were discussing, all three
The Bush administration sources, among other concerns,
panelists agreed that the film
pushed back against this cauGoldsmith said. "The public cansuccessfully provided a universal
tious legal attitude, especially not act toofar ahead of the public
religiousmessage.
in the early years after Sept. 11. perceptionofthe threatof attack,"
Heim emphasized the theme
"Theythought that power in the he said.
of relationships transforming
executive branch was the absence
He also said that surveillance
of constraint," Goldsmith said. efforts are unlikely to stop or even
"This attitudeof law and this fear slow down.
of law permeated the executive
"We're becoming a society
branch."
where the government surveils
everything we do, and that's not
In his personal opinion, Goldsmith said, the president could something I'm happy about, but
havemademore substantialstrides it's going to grow and grow and
in the fight against terrorismif he grow." He attributedthis in part
hadworked in a more transparent to the nature of the terrorist
threat. "This is the great differpartnership with Congress.
"One of the things we learned encebetween this and other wars:
about," he said, "is that the We don'tknowwhat theendlooks
president's power relies a lot on like."-

Executive powers expanded post-Sept. 11
War on Terror, Al
policy-making communities,
to be alert to any possible threat
to national security. He said that
the number and variety of the
threats in the "threatmatrix" can

be overwhelming.
"The subjective experience of
the threats and the knowledge
that we didn't act aggressively
enough to stop them before 9/11
leads peopleto be very afraid and
on their toes at every minute,"
he said.
Goldsmithsaidthatpoliticians
in Washingtonfelt "thiskeen sense
of responsibility for keeping the
American people safe." He said
this sense was one of prevention
and aggressive action. "We made
a mistake once," he said. "We
didn't want to make a mistake a
secondtime."
He said that this sense of
responsibility would sometimes
lead to a distrustofthe legal con-

straints put on the power of the
president to pursue terrorists in
ways he saw necessary. The attitudeof many in the White House,
Goldsmith said, was that the
president shouldpush to the edge
of legality in the pursuit ofterrorists. He cited previouspresidents,
including Abraham Lincoln and
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, who
pushed the limits of legality and
executive power duringwartime.
Goldsmith said that the Bush
administration and its unprecedentedbroad interpretation of
executivepower came into conflict
with a variety of restraints put
on those same powers after the
Vietnam War and the Watergate
scandal. Other restrictions on
executive power were instituted
in the 1980s and '90s to ensure
the preservation ofhuman rights.
"These laws were instituted for
goodreasons, but they werenovel," Goldsmithsaid.
He saidthat the variety oflegal

...

individuals and the redeeming
power of love, as related to the
Christian values of serving and

loving others. Heim described
how Phil's love for Rita progressed from a purely self-serving physical attraction to a more
selfless love for her as an individual, and eventuallytranscends
personallove as helearns to love
humanity.
Phil's relationship with Rita,
Heim said, saved him from his
narcissism and allowed him to
realize the value of serving and
loving others, which is why Rita
may be viewed as a potential
Christ figure.
Makransky focused on Phil's
realizationthat he had no future
tomorrow and how it forced him
to learn how to live in the present.

Makransky discussed how
in the Buddhist tradition the

problem of the human condition
is that we continually attempt
to gain control over our lives in
order to achieve perfect security and happiness, but this only
leaves us focused on things that
might happenin the future as we
ignore thepresent. In Groundhog
Day, Makransky said,Phil is able
to overcome these trappings and
realize the interconnectedness
of everything and how he might
truly live in the present by surrendering control and serving
others.
Morris discussed the story
in its relation to the human life
span. While it is uncertain how
many times Philrepeats the same
day, Morris said that is clear
that it spans more than a human
lifetime and Phil's transformation parallels the human growth
experience. \u25a0
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Position promotes environmentalism

Resources for rape or sexual assault:
Women's Resource Center - 617-552-3489
Sexual Assault Network - 617-552-BC11

Sustainability, from Al

Health Services - 617-552-3225

and making recommendations
to administrators about environmental issues like what type
of energy the University should
purchase.
Future Ecopledge initiatives include a petition to the
University, asking that one of
Manning's first tasksbe tocreate
a sustainability assessment report ofBC, examining the different aspectsof the University and
making suggestions for changes
the University could make, like
"For colored girls who have cononlyusing fluorescent lightbulbs
CARE Week, from Al
sideredsuicide/ whentherainbow in residence halls. The official
Other planned CARE Week isn't enough,"by Ntozake Shange, BC sustainability Web site is set
events includethe SIESTA fashion which is a big addition that will to launch on Earth Day, April
add interesting elements to the 22. Ecopledge also has a film
show, which highlights the triseries planned in celebrationof
event," Bolduc said.
women
als and tribulations that
This year, CARE Week events the day.
of color endure as survivors of
In the more immediatefuture,
sexual assault, a demonstration will be capped by an experience
plans to continuethe bulb
Walsh
of the Rape Aggression Defense referred to as "Take Back The
program taught by BC Police OfNight." Scheduled for 6:30 p.m. brigade, changing the current
ficers to teach women realistic on Wednesdayin theO'NeillPlaza
and sponsoredby the WRC, the
self-defense strategies, and Amnesty International's "Grains of Lynch School of Education, and
Sand: Afghani Women," which will the Alcohol and Drug Education
focus on the lives and struggles of program, Take Back the Night
calls for students to unite in supAfghani women.
Bishops, from Al
Thoughevents differfrom year port ofsurvivors ofsexual assault.
to year, CARE Week has seen faThese survivors will share their
vorableresults in the past.
stories publicly. Attendees can Davila, a professor of Christian
"CARE Week hasbeen a great then attendan optional discussion ethics at the Andover Newton
Theological School.
success over the years, and we're session in the WRC.
Kalscheur emphasized the
Also included in CARE Week
hopingthat it will be just as much
importance
of Catholics allowing
is
in
the
It's
the
White
Ribbon
Campaign,
past.
a success as
a
very powerfulweek and can ignite
which supplies white ribbons to themselves to be guided by their
feelings in peoplethey might not men who sign a pledge to never moral convictions rather than by
tenacious adherence to one pohave dealt with," Bolduc said. commit violence against wom"It ignites this conversation and en. Ribbons will be available in liticalparty. The bishops recognize
that's a powerfulthing."
Corcoran Commons and McElroy the necessity of prudence, which
can also be called "the art of the
2008,
however,
CARE Week
during the week.
boasts two significant changes
Students can also support possible,"Kalsheur said. Tofoster
the campaign by inquiring at the a dialogue about the meaning of
from last year's event.
"We've expanded in a couple WRC, located at McElroy 141, such prudence, he posed a series
ofways," Bolduc said. "This year, regarding opportunities to assist of hypothetical situations and
we'vehad'instantbulletinboards' over the course of the week, or by allowed the panelists, taking the
attending the events being held role of bishops, to discuss possible
availablefor every ResidentAssisinitiative,
on
out of concern for rape education. strategies.
tant
campus." This
"What should parishioners in
The goal of the event's coordishe said,provides RAs with infordioceseknow about the docuyour
nators, after all, is to unite the
mation on sexual assault andrape
ment
and how should theyreact?"
thatrelate to theirresidents.
students in awareness.
Whitt was the first to respond
Bolducalsodetailedchanges to
"We want to spread awareto this situation, and said that
the SIESTA Fashion show, which ness to all aspects of the comwas undertaken for the first time munity. The issues presented Catholics must avoid the temptalast year.
through CARE Week should start tionto become single-issue voters.
"The SIESTA Fashion show is conversations about experiences, He saidhebelievesthat they must
being expandedwith a theatrical, feelings, thoughts, or reactions to look at all issues ofhuman dignity
sexual assault and rape," Bolduc and not isolate the "right to life," a
dramaticaddition. There are goseeming preoccupationthatbegan
ing to be excerpts from a poem, said. \u25a0
Boston Area Rape Crisis Center - 617-492-RAPE
Counseling Services - 617-552-3310
Boston College Police Department - 617-552-4444

Week of events
inspire awareness

bulbs in BC-issued lamps in
suites in residencehalls to fluorescent bulbs. Ecopledge was
recently awarded the venture
grant to start an organic garden
on campus. "In the future, the
hope is that if it is successful,
we'llbe able to sell the organic
vegetables back to Dining Services and they'll be sold in the
dining halls," Walsh said.
" [The creation of thedirector
of sustainability position] is an
affirmation of the work we've
done in the sense that the University is listeningand recogniz ing most importantly that the
students are demanding this,"
said professor Eric Strauss,
director of the environmental
studies program and a member
ofSustain BC, a group offaculty
and students concerned about
environmentalissues. From the
conversation about environmental awareness, the need has dc-

velopedfor new courses from the
biology, geology, and geophysics
departments with a sustainability component, popular among

for a carbon accounting survey
to compare BC with other universities as the next step on the

institutional level. "Given that
the over 100 environmental electricity usage will be a major
studies minors. "These students percentage of our ecological
want more courses. Theywant a footprint, we must make an
more environmentally sustaineffort to purchase alternative
able campus," Strauss said.
energy," Denice said.
Energy conservation and
"This is definitely the first
of many steps, but it is likely environmental awareness are
the most important step," said important tenets of BC's longChris Denice, president-elect term plan. Manning said she
of the Undergraduate Governsees the Master Plan as an
ment ofBC (UGBC) in an e-mail. opportunity for BC to handle
"Manning must be given the energy issues correctly from its
ability to use her title to induce inception. "Buildings like Ignachange, and not be restricted cio and Rubenstein are heated
by bureaucratic red tape. The with electricity, andthat's inefUGBC hopes to spread the ficient," Manning said. "When
you're starting from scratch
McElroy garbage disposal program to other dining halls. We you're able to make the buildwant to find creative ways to ings more energy-efficient, like
increase awareness about the with day lighting so people can
environment without annoying work by natural light instead of
people," he said. Denice called fluorescent light." \u25a0

Panel advises holistic approach to politics
over 20 years ago with the Reagan
Revolution of neo-conservatism.
Whitt said that voters must take
a more holistic approach because
"all candidates are compromised
by some intrinsic evil." Alexia
Kelley reiterated this statement
by saying that this document
represents "a greatopportunity to
convey Catholic social teaching."
It displays an often-overlookedvision of the commongood as well as
a "powerful discussion ofintrinsic
evil," she said.
Continuing the discussion,
Maria Davila said it is important
for the discussions to go beyond
the narrow realm ofCatholicsocial
teachingto begindialogueinvolving all moral teaching of the last
2,000 years,all with anecumenical
vision in mind. Manuel remarked
that the real purpose of the bishops' statement is "not to catechize
the masses, but to reflect on what
it means to be an informed ethical
Christian person in the current
day." The document puts forth a
distincthierarchyof evils in which
issues oflife are seen as more important thanenvironmentalissues

on this scale. All of these things
must be takeninto consideration,
especiallya voter's "intent,"which
has serious consequences for both
one's spiritualwell-beingas well as
salvation,Manuel said.
When Kalscheur asked about
the businessofbishops inpolitics,
all of the panelists agreed that
Catholic thought has a distinct
place. "We need to do remedial
work," Massaro said, regarding
the need to inform Catholics and
to combatthe societalnotionthat
the separation ofchurch and state
prohibits faith from the political
realm. Not only do Catholics have
an obligationto vote because they
are citizens, they are also called
to participate in politics because
"exercising faith is part of being
disciples," Whitt said. This idea
is stressed throughout the document and it serves to refute the
view ofChristian anarchism, or the
beliefthat Americanpolitics is so
broken that it would be sinful to
even participate. "If we bow out,
we leave the field to those without
consciences,"Kelley said.
The final topic was the idea of

changing American culture, not
just its politics, to reflect the ethi-

cal teaching of the church. Massaro saidhebelieves thatthis is an
essentialfocusfor boththe church
and Catholic voters because, "every election is about every social
issue." He said, however, that the
document sadly lacks this sentiment. For example, the bishops'
statement only mentions the late
CardinalBernardino's "consistent
ethic of life" one time, something
that took far greater precedence
throughout the 19905.
In the end, there is only one
difference between having the
informed conscience of an ethical
person and the informed conscience of an ethical Christian
person: a distinct teleology and
cosmology. This is the Christian
story, and it "grounds our beliefs
in a narrative," Massaro said.
Christianity and politics must
naturallygo hand in hand because
Christians believe that God has
informed man how to live; it answers the question of why we care
about ethics: "It pleases God,"
Manuel said. \u25a0
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Attorney General will not receive Founder's Medal
"We have been working very
hard to create an open dialogue
of the issues that you confront with all faculty and students
when you're asked to take any on this issue," Garvey said.
role as a lawyer."
"We certainlyunderstand these
"You have to think about faculty concerns, and we want
whether that role will force to make sure they know we are
you to compromise values that listening. This sort of discussion
is a healthy part of academic
you hold very strongly," Rogers
continued. "A big part of what freedom at an institution of
we teach here is that we do have higher learning. While we may
to take that role seriously and not always agree, it is vitally
in that light I think it's very important to have an open debate with both sides properly
problematic to ask as the commencement speaker someone represented."
Garvey pointed to several
who's takena position that I find
impossible to square with."
meetings that have been open
Garvey has spoken with the to students and faculty in which
leaders of BC Law's student they could voice their opinions
government as well as many on whether or not it wouldbe apstudents in the class of 2008, propriate for Mukasey to speak
and although he acknowledges at the commencement. Shortly
that there are several who disafter the initial announcement,
agree with Mukasey's position therewas also a forum to discuss
on waterboarding, Garvey said
the issue sponsored by the Law
he believes the overwhelming Students Association (LSA) that
majority of students support was open to all BC Law faculty
having Mukasey speak at their and students.
commencement.
"The opinions ofthe students

Mukasey, from Al

This year, Mukasey will not
be uninvited from speaking at
the 2008 commencement. He
will not, however, receive the
Founder's Medal, which is BC
Law's highest honor, traditionally granted to commencement
speakers.
The Founder's Medal, inspired by John B. Creedon, S.J.,
who was instrumental in founding the BC Law School in 1929, is
given to recipients who "embody
the traditions of professionalism, scholarship and service
which the Law School seeks to
instill in its students," according to the BC Law School Web
site. Former commencement
speakers whoreceived the award
includeU.S. Supreme Court Justice StephenBreyer and Massaopinions."
chusetts Supreme JudicialCourt
Baker said the Law School Chief Justice Margaret Marshall,
administration has already among others.
started making inquiries to the
"Mr. Mukaseyholdsthe highstudent body as to who they est legal position in the country,"
would like to invite to speak Garvey said. "He has a long
at next year's commencement. record of public service and an

have really varied quite a bit,"
said AdamBaker, LSA president
and BC Law '08. "We decidedto
host a forum wherestudents and
faculty would be able to share
their opinions and to talk about
the selection process that was
used - and whether or not that
process needs to be changed in
the future to include students
and faculty in the decision process."
"We've had these conversations and it looks like the administration is open to having
student input in the selection
process," continued Baker who
was the former president of the
Undergraduate Government of
BC. "It's reallyimportant - especially at a law school - for
peopleto beableto express their

outstandingrecord as the chief
judgeon one of the most importantcourts in the United States.
Judgeson the 2ndCircuit Court
of Appeals thought of him as
thebest district judgein the 2nd
Circuit - some said in the country. He received support from
both parties for his nomination
as Attorney General, and he
has a well-deserved reputation
as a man of fairness, for whom
the rule of law is of the utmost
importance."
"If we want to invite prominent public figures who have
played important roles in matters of public concern, we will
invariablyupset some elementof
our community,"

Garvey continued. "Our graduates prefer the
idea of marking the importance
of the event by bringing in a
distinguished and well-known
speaker. Removing medals and
awardsfrom the occasion makes
it easier to do that."
Garveypointed out the dangers of barring speakers from

campus based on their view-

points and said there is a need
to establish an atmosphere in
which people can be free to express themselves regardless of

how controversialtheir opinions
may be.
"If a speaker expresses a
viewpoint thatwe feel is not appropriate, we should all use that
as a teaching moment for our
students, and express our own
perspective," Garvey said.
Rogers refuses to accept
that rationae, insisting that the
issue at hand is how severely
Mukasey's opinions contradict
the values of the Law School.
"The key thing is that we
spend a lot of our time teaching students that you have to
take the questions of ethical
responsibility that you will be
confrontedwith seriously,"Rogers said. "The question is, does
his careerrepresent an approach
to lawthat wecan hold up to our
students and thatthey can form
their professions around?" \u25a0

Students voice joins chorus of Tibetan monks' protests
Protest, from Al
the marchersreach Tibet. Gordon
had only been walking with the
march for two days when police
officers suddenly broke it up.
"The monks sat holding hands
or locking arms, and the police
officers ripped them apart from
eachother. They did not usemore
force than was necessary,but the
monks wouldgo completelylimp,
and so the police dragged them
onto a bus. So I got picked up
and dragged onto the bus along
with everyone else and everyone
was shouting 'Poe Gyalo' (Victory for Tibet)," Gordon said in
an e-mail.
Upon his arrival at the local
jail, Gordon was told to leave
immediatelywith theother Westerners while the Tibetan monks
were led to cells.
"I told the police officer, 'We
have no where to go, we'lljust sit
here and wait for our friends,'"
Gordon said.

After waiting for eight hours,
Gordon found that the monks
were each given 14-day jailsentences, so he returned to the
camp where they had been sleeping the night before. The next
day, the Indian police forced the
remaining activists to leave the
state or risk deportation.
Numerous other protest
marches have followed Gordon's
during the past few weeks. On
March 10,what began as a peaceful demonstrationoutside a small
temple in Lhasa, the capital of
Tibet, escalated into one of the
largest protests against the Chinese government'srule in nearly
two decades.Armedpolice sealed
off three of the city's largest
monasteries last week, fueling
an increase in violence that has
alreadyspread throughout Tibet,
India, and parts ofChina.
The protestsbegan at a sensitive timefor the people ofTibet.
March 10 marked the 49th anniversaryof thefailed 1959 uprising

against Chinese rule.
These protests were a result
of numerous aggravations the

Tibetan people feel they have
suffered including political tension, food shortages, and rising
inflation, allfor which they blame
China.
Many, however,claim thatthe
grievances against the Chinese
have deeper roots. The conflict
for autonomyin Tibet is anything
but new.Beginningin the seventh
century A.D., Tibet and China
struggled for power, shiftingland
from one country to the other.
China officially ruled Tibet in
the beginning of the 20th century, although theTibetanpeople
retained autonomy and were led
by the DalaiLama. In 1950, Chinese forces invaded Tibet, and
the outnumbered Tibetan army
quickly surrendered.
Whilethe Tibetansclaim that
this invasion andthe subsequent
Chinese occupation ofTibet violatetheir rights as a sovereign na-

tion, China, who still sees Tibet
as a part of theChinese republic,
defended its right to rule over
Tibet. China claims that Tibet
was, by law, a legitimate part of
the republic andthatthe invasion
was really one ofliberationofthe
Tibetanpeople from their underdeveloped government.
In fact, since the Chinese
occupation of Tibet began, the

population has increased from
1.2 million to almost three million, and the life expectancy has
risen from 35.5 years in 1950
to 67 years. According to Asian
Labour News, Tibetan workers
have the secondhighest wages in
all ofChina. The gross domestic
product ofTibet is 30 times what
it was in 1950, and 22 kilometers
of highways have been built, as
well as 25 scientific research
institutes.
In response to therecent violent protests sweeping Tibet, the

14th Dalai Lama told reporters,
"If things become out of control,

then my only option is to completelyresign." The Tibetanleader, who hasbeen in exile in India
since 1950, has stated numerous
times that he does not oppose
the Chinese occupation ofTibet
and believes it will be beneficial
to the country. He urges China,
however,to allowTibet to retain
"genuine autonomy."

China'sunsuccessful attempts
to deal with the protests in a
quick and quiet manner have led
many to question its capacity to
host the anticipated 2008 Summer Olympics.
While China sees the Olympics as an opportunity to display
its economic andsocialadvancement to the world, many are
planning to use the spotlight to
illuminate a darker side of Chinese foreign policy.
"The Olympics in China are
coming up fast, and this is the
best opportunity we've had to
do something about the human
rights situation there," Gordon

said.
Slowly but surely the world
community is hearing Tibet's
cries for attention as responses

are generated all around the
globe. A protest of over 100
people outside the U.N. Headquarters in New York City on
March 14resulted in arrests after
six members attempted to break
into the building. The Chinese
Embassy in Washington, D.C. was
crowded withpro-Tibetanactivists on March 21. Meanwhile,two
protests are scheduled to occur in
Boston. The Human Rights Torch
Relay, which focuses on Chinese
crimes against humanity, will be
gatheringin the BostonCommon
on March 30 at 12 p.m. In addition, the Torch Relay Marathon
will begin on the same day at 8
a.m.
"A revolution is happening,
and it's going on all over the
world. Don't let this pass unnoticed," Gordon said. "Write
letters, spread the word!" \u25a0
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EDITORIALS

QUOTE OF THE DAY

A time and place
for speaker politics

"In every walk with nature one receives far more than he seeks."
?John Muir

THE ISSUE: Mukasey controversial as law school speaker
WHAT WE THINK: No litmus tests for graduation address
On Friday, the furor over Boston
College Law School's decision to invite
U.S. Attorney General Michael Mukasey
reached a wider audience as Wall Street
Journal columnist Collin Levy made it
the subject ofhercolumntitled"Tortured

particular speaker.
As Levy points out, Mukasey's connection to the waterboardingcontroversy
is more tenuous than many critics would
have us believe. In addition, as the leader
of theDepartment of Justice, Mukasey can
logic."
offer testimony to our law school graduIn the piece, Levy chides the BC ates of what to expect of their chosen
faculty members for signing a letter to professions and what difficult choices
uninvite Mukasey in their name, and for
may lie ahead. While he is certainly not
couching their political opposition in without sin, he seems more than capable
terms of "protecting the sanctity ofBC's ofoffering our law graduates a compelling
Catholic tradition as one of the oldest final lecture at BC.
Levy does, however, oversimplify the
Jesuit universities in the U.S." Reflecting
on the "fatwa" written by BC theology case at BC. In saying that, like many other
professors Kenneth Himes, 0.M.F., and academics, "Boston College professors
David Hollenbach, S.J., on the speaking don't like conservatives," she trivializes
(and honorary degree)invitationextended the sincere opinions of many brilliant
to CondoleezzaRice for the undergraduandthoughtfulacademics - people whose
ate convocation in 2006, Levy concludes vocal concerns are voiced out oflove for
that the faculty's "selective invocation this institution, not an anti-conservative
of the school's religious roots" reflects agenda. Additionally, she seems to misthe predilectionof Jesuit institutions for representthe power balance at BC. While
"substitutingliberal politics for religious she cites the fact that Kate Michelman,
tradition."
the formal president of NARAL ProOn one level,Levy makes an important Choice America, Ted Kennedy, and John
Kerry have spoken "withoutincident" at
point. The speaker choicefor commencement has been increasingly seen as a BC, these are either long in the past or
political statement for what the University have not been events of the same magnidoes and does not endorse. With subtude as commencement.
stantial disagreementamong the UniverIn fact, in the last seven years, the
sity community as to what this statement commencement exercises have featured
should be, almost any choice has become three members of the Bush administration - Secretary of State Rice, Ambaspotentially controversial.
Rather than continue to wrangle over sador to NATO R. Nicholas Burns, and
the politics of commencement speakers, Secretary ofHealth and Human Services
Tommy Thompson - and no politically
a more pragmatic approach may be appropriate. We need to recognize that no active Democrats. Additionally, if the
speakeris sinless. In Catholic doctrinewe anti-abortion protestors at the Chelsea
are all subject to original sin. And while Clinton event at BC last month are any
some speakers maycarry varying degrees indication, vocal conservative sentiment
of blame, no strict litmus test can be apis strong on campus.
propriate for speakers. Positions on the
Still, Levy's point wouldbe well taken
war, abortion, and other hot-button isby the membersofthe BC community. By
sues shouldbe considered alongside other
continuing to demand ethic perfection
factors, not in lieu of them. The speaker's from our speakers, we unnecessarily narposition as a leaderin his or her field and row the fieldof prospective speakers and
a role model for young graduates is an insult many of the eminent leaders who
extremely important consideration that have come to address our graduates. We
must be evaluated alongside his or her should continue to expect speakers who
continuity with the vision and mission of are, on balance, appropriate for both the
BC as an academic institution and a Jesuit event and the University, but unless we
school. The ability to bring interesting can get the Pope himself, we should not
and relevant advice to the culmination expect everyone leading us into Alumni
of our graduates' college careers must be Stadium to be the perfect exemplar of
considered in the decision to invite any Catholicism.

Making progress
environmentally
THE ISSUE: Deirdre Manning named Director of Sustainability
WHAT WE THINK: Involve students in future plans for change
The Vatican's recent declaration
that pollution is among the modern-day
deadly sins has highlighted the importance ofenvironmental consciousness in
the Catholic community. Boston College
seems to be realizing the importance of
being environmentallyfriendly as an institution and a leadingnational university,
as evidenced by thepromotion ofDeirdre
Manning to the new position of director
of sustainability and energy management
at the University.
The newposition within UtilitiesManagement is a broadening of Manning's old
position withinFacilities Services. It puts
BC on the right tracktowardfocusing the
appropriate time and resources to make
the University more conscious of how it
can reduce waste and conserve energy.
Efforts have already been made
throughout the year by groups like Ecopledge to increase environmental awareness amongstudents andto encouragerecycling. The recycling and waste-disposal
system in McElroy is a great exampleof
an effort by students to induce change and
show theadministrationthat students are
serious about the environment and its
preservation for the future.
Long-lasting change needs to happen
on the institutional and administrative
level. BC should be commendedfor the
creationofthis newposition, but progress
should not stop there. Manning will need
the cooperation of people at all levels of
BC to properly do her job,especiallywith
environmental concerns related to the
Master Plan. It is of the utmost importance that BC be able to convince the city
and peopleof Boston that when it plans to

expand into the surrounding community,
it will do so with not just the neighbors,

but the environment,in mind.
With the Master Plan, BC has the
unique opportunity to makeconstruction
decisions that are both affordable and
conscious of the environment,like finding
alternate sources of energy to heat and
light the residence halls and buildings.
Constructing future buildings according
to the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) criteria, could
offer one way for BC to pursue environmentally conscious development.
Asidefrom the Master Plan, Manning's
jobwill allowher to also play an important
role in increasing recycling efforts on campus, energy conservation, andlocal buying
for the dining halls.
Manning's position should be treated
with the utmost level of seriousness and
responsiveness. After a sustainability
assessment report is completed, the University should take the recommended
steps to change policy as necessary to
reduce energy waste. Manning should be
someone whoworks directlywith students
and groups likeEcopledge and theUndergraduateGovernmentofBC to encourage
all membersof the community (including
students) to participate in institutional
change.

BC more sustainable. The most advanced
buildings in the world won't help cut
costs and waste if students don't unplug
their unneeded appliances and turn off
the lights.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Sobrino

event demands more discussion, coverage

I enjoyed your editorial "Catholic a standing ovation at the end of his
Identity in the new century." The fact presentation.
that the Provost's Planning CommitBut why, if you think these convertee on Catholic IntellectualTraditions sations are so important for students,
has made a commitment to engage was there no coverageby The Heights of
the event except a one paragraph "on
faculty in the discussion ofthe Catholic Intellectual Traditions at Boston campus"report?
So to continue the conversation,
College does not mean that students
should be excluded. On the contrary, we are sponsoring two other events for
precisely to energize the discussion, the entire University, including stuwe invited the entire BC community dents. On Wednesday, April 16 at 4:30
to the Father Sobrinolecture. We were p.m. in the Heights Room, professor
happy that roughly 600 BC community Richard Kearneywill moderatea panel
members attended and gave Sobrino titled "InterreligiousDialogue and the

Catholic Intellectual Traditions." On
Thursday,April 17 at 4:30 p.m. in Higgins 300, we are co-sponsoring with the
BoisiCenter for Religion andAmerican
PublicLife professor JohnDiluliofrom
the UniversityofPennsylvania,who will
give a talk titled, "Yes, God is Real: A
Born-AgainPublicIntellectualReflects
on Catholic Faith in Reason and Community."

Rev. James F. Keenan, S.J.
Chair, Provost Planning Committee on
Catholic Intellectual Traditions

Infirmaries offer an important resource for students
just send me off andtell me to eat when I could andtake my
I had no idea thatinfirmaries were becoming rare at uniI am gratefulfor ours.
medicine. For all I know, this is the policy, but it made me
I was extremelyillfor a few days my freshman year and it feel like someone actually cared that I was sick.
was nice to have somewhereto go that was quiet, clean,and unI'm sure the Health Center has made its fair share of
likelythat I would pass my germs on to my two roommates.
mistakes, but I wanted to share my experience so that stuAnother visit to the infirmary my freshman year resulted dentswould not be reluctant to takeadvantage of theHealth
in getting medicine that had to be taken with food. When Center.
the nurse learned that I hadn't eaten yet that day, she went
and got me toast and a cup of tea, even though I wasn't an
Cornelia Condon
BC'O6
in-patient. I've always rememberedthis because she didn't
versities. I must say,

Climate change a serious problem
Lauren Johnston
I am very glad to hear that Dan
Esposito took the time to switch to
eco-friendly florescent light bulbs and
to educate himself on global warming.
Afterreading his column in The Heights
("Chill out in the fight over globalwarming," March 17) though,I'm afraidreaders
may have gotten the wrong impression
about the global warming "debate," as
some call it. I don'tblame him ofcourse,
it is hard to weed though thehundreds of
articleswritten on the subject and decipher which ones are legitimate,so I just
wanted to give some insight from some
more scientificallybased sources.
First of all, in the science community
global warming is virtually an uncontested fact; the mediahas a tendency to
portray the issue as an open questionand
give thedeniers a disproportionately loud
voice. A study conducted by Al Gore'sAn
Inconvenient Truthreviewed 928 scientific
articleswritten on global climate change
over thepast 10years andfound that none
of them denied its severity, whereas half
the articles written by the popular press
skewed the consensus.
Most of this skepticism has been generatedby interest groups vestedin thefossil fuel industry. The biggest group is the
GlobalClimateCoalition, which is funded
by 54 tradeassociates inthe coal,oil, and
automobileindustry groupswith the mission of denouncingpolicies thatwouldbe
detrimentalto theirbusinesses.

These deep-pocketedinterest groups
havebeen responsiblefor perpetuating
the skeptics' argument, which Mr. Esposito seems to have fallen prey to. As
a history buff, I alsorecommendthat he
look into the history of this issue, because it is quite long. In fact, the greenhouseeffect was first observed in 1827by
French scientist Jean-BaptisteFourier.
Then, in 1896two scientists, Svante Arrhenius and T.C. Chamberlain, independentlywarnedthat the large amounts of
fossil fuel consumption sparkedby the
industrial revolution could lead to an
"out-of-controlgreenhouseeffect." Scientists around theworldbegan warning
that we needed to curtailour emissions
in the 19505. Now, with over 180 years
ofscientific proofbehind it, the science
supporting the greenhouseeffect is not
going to change.
Mr. Esposito mentions the increase
in crop yield due to CO2 increases.
Though the crop yield may increase,
these crops are mostly fiber and have
less nutritional value. An article in
Nature magazine written by Bill Grist
points out that plants grown in high CO2
environmentscontain less nitrogen and
othernutrients. The onlyvalue ofthese
less-nutritious crops would be to end
the world's constipation issues.
Still, though I disagree with Mr.
Esposito's assessment ofthis as an evensided issue, I do agree with his assessment of our hubris. It is true; we cannot
assume that the problem caused by our

technologywill be solved by newer and
better technology. In order to solve this
problem we, especially Americans, first
need to acknowledge that it is an issue,
and second,we need makebiggerchanges
that just switching out light bulbs.
As environmentalistand lecturer at
Boston College BillMcKibbenput it; we
need to approachmaking environmental
change in the way that we lobbied for
change during the civil rights movement. Small changes are important,
like eating on china in the dining halls,
asking Hillsideto stop using Styrofoam
plates, and printing double-sided,but
policy changes need to occur too.
As much as you wouldhate to imagine a littlecorkscrewlight bulb popping
up over the Road Runner's head, I can
imagine much worse. Imagine a world
wherethe only wildanimalsare rats and
house flies because they are the only
ones that liveoffthe waste we generate.
Imagine an Olympics where athletesare
forced to wear oxygen masks (tune into
Beijing this summer) because pollution
is so high. Baby steps are important, but
to make real progress, policy changes
need to happen as well.
I'm in support of seeing a corkscrew
florescent lightbulb over the Road Runner's head, if that will make Americans
jump on theenvironmentalbandwagon
and push real change forward.
Lauren Johnston is a sophomore in the
College of Arts and Sciences.

As consumers of a large portion of the
energy BC uses, students must be fully
engaged in the University's drive to make
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Thumbs
Up

Thumbs
Down
Rev. JeremiahWright - The
spiritual adviser ofBarack
Obamafinds himselfthe subject
ofcontroversy. His bombastic
sermons have made him a
political untouchable, a fact that
has ledObamato distancehimself
politically fromthe pastor.
Wal-Mart - The megastore
chainlooks like a heel after
suing abrain-damaged former
employee,Debbie Shank, to
recoup health care costs the
company planpaid out. When
Shank won a lawsuit against the
trucking company whose driver
crushedher car, the company
invokeda clause allowingit to
recoup money spent on health
care. Have a heart, people.

Turn

Kathryn

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Stealing accounts for approximately 9 percent of the products consumed in the dininghalls. Above, the "icecream in coffee cup" maneuver.

Matt Hamilton

I was floored at thenumbers - almost
one out of 10 items are stolen - but
then I rememberedone time freshman
year when I was caught with a chicken
breast camouflagedby my salad. Or on
another trip to McElroy as a Gonzaga
resident, I put a brownie in the bottom
of a fro-yo cup - I guess I'm the guilty
one too, althoughI kicked the habit, so
to speak.

"How pathetic!" "Is she on drugs?"
"To have all that money and need to
steal! Could it be true?"
When the department store cameras
confirmed the accusations of theft, the
judgments on Winona Ryder erupted.
The consensus was clear: Winona Ryder
had a problem, and she must be punished and treated. Who in their right
mind would commit such egregious
theft?
Just ask Helen Wechsler, director
of Boston College Dining, whose mine
of student-purchasing(and theft) data
would make a food marketer's Christmas. In a recent conversation, Wechsler
confirmed, "These numbers are simply
shocking." These "numbers" are the
rates ofstudenttheft in the dininghalls,
a problem that is more prevalent than
one might think.
Food service, Wechsler said, is an
industry whoseresearchers expect theft
averages of 4 percent, but in this respect,
BC more than exceeds the standard:Patrons ofBC Dining steal approximately
9 percent of allproducts.

We all are guilty, and the justifications abound. "This place is taking 45
grand of my money, so I'm gonna take
all the Dasani I can get." Or: "It's just
an Odwalla Bar, that's, like, a buck."
Or: "Whatever, I've never eaten a sushi
box I paid for. Just shove it in your
sweatpants."
We talk of service, justice, and "men
and women for others," but our deeds
betray our words. Just a cursory review
ofthe numbers points to a theft epidemic: 24 bottles ofDasani water are stolen
from each facility per day of operation
for 300 days of operation in one year.
Shifting the location of Odwalla bars
from a rack close to the registers toward a kiosk obscuredby other product
stands saw theft spike from 2 percent to
15 percent. Trial candy sales witnessed
consistent theftof8 percent ofthetotal
supply. Needless to say, we'll never see
Reese's Pieces in McElroy.
"But the prices are so high!" retort
fellow students. Well, let's look at
another set of numbers: Unlike most
supermarkets, BC Dining guarantees

a 40-hour work week to all dining employees. Thirty-sevenpercent ofall employeebenefits are footed directlyby BC
Dining, andthese range from healthand
dental to 401(k) and tuition remission
for employees and their families. Long
before "livingwage" was in the lexicon
of an altruisticpublic forum, BC Dining
was paying at least twice the federal
minimum wage to all employees.
And so it is those very employees of
BC Dining thatbecomesurrogates oflaw
enforcementwhentheir jobdescription
is quite different. Mr. Kwon is forced to
look upon each student with suspicion,
andPaula Y. has to peek under the coffee
lids to make sure a tea bag is steeping
in hot water ratherthan resting on some
fro-yo.

Perhaps more disturbing, employees

of BC Dining, many of whom are immigrants, are given a cruel reminder
of socioeconomic and educational inequity on a daily basis. Their response
to food-stealing students is analogous
to ours towardWinona Ryder: With all
the money on your Eagle-One card and
the opportunity to get anundergraduate
degree, why put a cheesesteak in your
hoodie or shove a SmartWater in your
purse? "How pathetic!" "Are they on
drugs?""Tohave allthat money and need
to steal! Could it really be true?"
MattHamilton is a Heights staff columnist. He welcomes comments at hamiltonm@bcheights.com.

Facebook into an asset, not a liability
MySpace page holding handguns.
The uproar caused by this debate
issue in an open-sourced generation

Nidia Fevry
Should employers or administrators
Facebook as a screening tool? According to a 2005 surveyof100 executive
recruiters conductedby ExecuNet, they
already do. According to this leading
executive job search and recruiting
network, 77 percent use search engines
to learn more about candidates and 35
percent have eliminated a candidate
from considerationbased on the information uncovered online.
"Invasion of privacy!" many users complain. Yet this "invasion" has
already left many college students
blacklisted, expelled, or dropped from
the recruiting and application process. In 2006, Micheal Guinn of John
Brown University was suspended from
the Christian college for posting drag
pictures online; two Louisiana State
swimmers were kicked offthe team last
spring for criticizing their coaches on
Facebook; and a 16-year-oldboy in Jefferson, Colo., was arrested after police
say he showedpictures ofhimselfon his
use

Online Poll

What are you most
looking forward to
doing as it warms up?
O Frisbee in the Dustbowl

could be remedied by one easy dosage
of common sense and a smidge of prudence and awareness. What one does
in one's private life might be private,
but once it becomes public (especially
on the Internet), it is forfeitedto public
scrutiny.

Facebook. Restricting access only to a
trusted network of friends and setting
up different filters for what can be seen
on your profile is better than authorizing yourprofile for generalaccess. Even
with the privacy settings, however, your
privacy may not be as protected as you
think. Brian Ng ofVancouver recently
discovered a security breach that allowed him to break into the accounts
of Paris Hilton and albums of Mark
Zuckerberg (Mr. Facebook himself).
Facebook shamefully admitted to this
breach and its privacy policyevenstates
that "there is no guaranteecontent will
not be seen by unauthorizedviewers."In
other words, there is no guaranteethat
the risque pictures will not fall into the
hands of the person holding your job
offer or admissionletter.

This is not to say to completely
close down shop and abandon your
guiltyFacebook pleasure. This is where
the smidge of prudence and awareness
comes in: Conduct a self-screeningperiodicallyofyour onlineimage anddo not
post anything that you wouldn't want
your employer to see. Digital dirt can
do serious damage, but a good profile
can actually give recruiters insight into

Here is one teaspoon of common
the life and personality of prospective
sense: Online posts and profiles are
candidatesthat the resume and interview might have fallen short of doing.
as private as a glass house. They are
Because they are going to be searching
unavoidably transparent, they require
for this information, it wouldbe wise to
more maintenance to stay clean, and
althoughtheyare privateproperty, they
present it to them in a favorable, nonare open for the world to see.
disqualifyinglight.
As Steven Rutherberg of CollegComplaints about employers and administrators using Facebook as ascreenerecruiting.com put it, "Posting information online is like getting a tattoo.
ing tool are unreasonable.The reality of
Companies or organizations in genthe situation is thatrecruiters are going to
There's nothing inherently wrong with
useas much informationas isavailable to eral care about their public image and posting informationonline or getting a
themto makethe decisionon theirinvestdo not want any liabilities."What I do tattoo, but in both cases you need to be
in my personal life has nothing to do prepared for it to be out there forever
ments. Using Facebook as a reference is
with my professional life," opponents and for peopleto see it that you may not
no lessviablethan using a characterreference of apresent employee who happens of this screening say. But is this even
want to see it. If you'renot prepared to
to havedirt on the candidate.
sustainable? Consider some examples. live with that, then don't do it."
The difference is that instead of a Disney was quick to drop High School
When posting information online,
second-hand account, Facebook profile Musical star Vanessa Hudgens for naked keep the following canons in mind: Do
pictures offer informationfrom the canpictures from her past that surfaced not expose yourselftoo much to employdidate (or theirfriends) that might have on the Internet; former President Bill erswho do notwant torisk making abad
otherwiseremained private. Much of Clinton was impeached for lying about investment. Holding back the raunchy
the "digital dirt" companies find online private sexualactivity; and Eliot Spitzer pictures and images of underage drinkis a self-inflicted wound, caused by irrehad to resign after getting caught in a ing does not make you any less cool
or any less of a college student; it just
sponsiblymaintaining this typeofprofile. prostitution ring.
GiventhatBusinessweekhasreported that
The ghost of the suspicious activity makesyou more professional.Anticipate
your onlinereputation is more important comes back to haunt past transgressors that your online profile might be used
thanyour word-of-mouthreputation, it andcrushes the naivete that peoplehave as an informal resume and be prepared
comes as little surprise that several onabout the extent that theirpersonal lives then to deal with the scars that these
line management firmshavebeenstarted could have an impact on their future tattoos might leavebehind.
professional ones. Why, then, the ofto help clean up clients' onlinebrand.
Privacy settings help to alleviate fended reaction to companies weeding Nidia Fevry is a Heights staff columsome of the dangers or trauma that out those who think it is acceptable to nist. She welcomes comments at fevry@
could be caused by content posted on show unbecoming activity online?
bcheights.com.

O Tanning
O Running around the Res
O Shopping
O

Spring Cleaning

O Walking around Boston
O Wearing flip-flops
Submit Vote
@bcheights.com
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Spitzer

March Madness - Spring is in
the air, so obviously it is the
perfect time to sit in front of the
televisionandwatch 10 straight
hours ofbasketball. Even with
Boston Collegeout ofpost
season play, productivity on
campus is taking a hit.
Easter Break - The lunar
calendar strikes again, bestowing
five days offjust two weeks after
spring break. The holiday offered
the opportunity for almost a week
ofrest, home cooking, and family
time, at leastfor those students
whodon'thave class Monday
after 4 p.m.
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Dill

These daysit seems like nothing
could eclipse news reporting of the Democratic candidates for the presidential
nomination - the call for new primary
votes, Senator Clinton's poll numbers,
Senator Obama's spiritual adviser. But
a few short weeks ago, Eliot Spitzer did
the unthinkable; and news of theNew
York governor's involvement with a
prostitution ring bumped even Hillary
and Barack out of the spotlight, for a
moment at least.
Spitzer's indiscretionsleft us with
more than a few questions, not theleast
ofwhich seems to be (however classless
thecuriosity) exactly what does the hour
spent with a $5,000-per-hour call girl
entail? But, though it may be no more
intellectuallyambitiousthan the query
just mentioned, I have another question,
givento more speculation and, in turn,
personalexamination: What was Eliot
Spitzer really like in college?
Certainly Spitzer enjoyed only the
besteducationfrom day one - Horace
Mann School, Princeton, Harvard Law
- and was noted as self-confidentand
motivated,an excellentstudent.But
what was he like on theweekends? What
happened when someone who certainly
possessed extraordinaryambitionand
leadershipqualitiesfrom a very early
age cut loose? Was he a lot offun to have
at a tailgate, or was Spitz always "that
guy": the one who threw up in your commonroom andthen stumbled away without apology, the one who jiltedyour best
friend and made every subsequent social
event unnecessarily awkward?Ifhe met
you at a party, would he say hi to you in
theDustbowl the followingMonday, or
would he look away and pretend not to
rememberyou?
Though we may never havethe
experienceoffinding ourselves in line
behind Eliot Spitzer at Mary Ann's, each
of us, whetherwe realize it or not, lives
andbreathes every day among the future
leaders ofAmerica. That guy in Hillside
who cut you in line is going to be CEO
of a Fortune 500 company one day, and
that girl who always seems to be at the
Plex is going to be a prominent geneticist. Is it possible to widen the narrowly
focused lens ofcollege life to encompass
a picture of the future of Boston College
that includes not just a student center
andthe demolitionof Edmond's, but
also each one of us as decision-making
adults? Does our perspective on our college existences change when we realize
that each of our actions, every one of our
social choices, every wow-thank-goodness-I-did-that-in-college-and-notreal-life moment might one day shape
who we are in the context of positions of
actual power and consequence?
I am not suggesting thatpeople who
routinely make decisions that could be
humorously defined, perhaps, as "SO
college"will one day be publicly shamed
by criminal acts. But at what point in
life doeswho we are after hours begin to
reflect on who we are when we're at our
best andbrightest, wearing our shiniest pair of shoes and saying all the right
things?When does around-the-clock
accountabilitybecomeessential to the
preservation of not only our personal
charactersbut the various roles we fulfill
in society?
Ultimately,Eliot Spitzer's fate, and
thefates of public figures like him, may
have as much to do with the present volume of the voice of the American media
as it does with any public or cultural
sense of morality or righteous indignation. But I can't help thinking that at
one point, he was just a student like each
of us, making decisions, some good,
some bad, and probably a few that he
hoped no one would ever find out about.
At some point alongthe way he lost sight
of the connection betweendaytime Eliot
and nighttime Eliot. For allof us facing
thecold winds of thereal worldafter
graduation, the point at which that connection becomes important is imminent.
Do we wait for a signal, a road sign, a
message from God that now it's time
to act kind oflike a grownup?Or do we
start slightly sooner, before the weight
of that diploma is pressed between our
hands?
I don'thavethe answers, but I'd sure
like to hear whatEliot Spitzer is thinking.

Kathryn Dill is a Heights staff columnist.
She welcomes comments at kdill@bcheights.
com.

Got an Opinion worthpublishing?
Send Op-Eds and Letters to the Editor
by loggingon to bcheights.com.
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News

Physicists increase thermoelectric efficiency

Politics
\u25a0 According to a recent
poll, 28 percent of Hillary
Clinton's (D-NY.) supporters wouldback John McCain
(R-Ariz.) should she loseher
bidfor theDemocraticnomination. This compares to 19
percent of Barack Obama's
(D-Ill.) supporters who say
they would favor McCain.
\u25a0

President George W. Bush

contacted China's President
Hu Jintao yesterday, encouraging "substantive dialogue"
between China and Tibetan
officials over recent uprising.

Science
\u25a0

Excavations in a cave in

the mountains of northern
Spain have uncoveredthe oldest known remains of human
ancestors in Western Europe,
scientists reported yesterday.
The fossils of a lower jaw and
teeth appear to be more than
1.1 millionyears old.
\u25a0 According to the British
Antarctic Survey, only a narrow
strip of ice protects an ice shelf
about seven times the size of
Manhattan from breaking up.
The study finds global warming
to be the primary cause.

Technology
\u25a0

American Airlines, the

world'sNo. 1 airline, canceled
hundred of flights amounting
to more than 10 percent of its
schedule on Wednesday due
to unperformed safety checks.
The cancellations affected
the airline's MD-80 planes,
which are an older model that
account for 45 percent of the
entire fleet.
\u25a0 A California aerospace
company has announced its
plans for atwo-seatrocket ship
capable of suborbitalflights to
altitudes more than 37 miles
above theEarth. Dubbed "The
Lynx," the craft is expected to
begin tourist flights in 2010.

Business
\u25a0 Leaders of two Senate com-

mittees said yesterday that
they will investigate the taxpayer-backed takeover of the
failing Bear Steams investment firm. In the deal,the Federal Reserve fronted JPMorgan
Chase nearly $30 billion to
acquire Bear Steams.
\u25a0

Anticipating a surge in

troubledfinancial institutions,
theFederal Deposit Insurance
Corp will add 140 workers to
bring staff levels to 360 workers in thedivision that handles
bankfailures. Therehave been
five major bank failures since
February 2007.

by the

Numbers
1
Number of the four topseeded colleges in the
NCAA men's basketball
tournament that have
at least a 50 percent
graduationsuccess rate
among their players,
according to anew study.
The rate at UNC is 86
percent, while those
at Kansas, UCLA and
Memphis are below 46%.

$545 million
Projected TV ad sales for

this year's NCAA men's
basketball tournament.

27
Number of states where
membership declinedin 2007

union

QUOTABLE
"We have incurred

a

moral

responsibility in Iraq. It would
be an unconscionable act of
betrayal, a stain on our character as a great nation, if we
were to walk away from the
Iraqi people and consign them
to the horrendous violence,
ethnic cleansing and possibly
genocide that wouldfollow a
reckless, irresponsible, and
premature withdrawal," said
John McCain (R-Ariz.) in his
speech on foreign policy.

MICHAEL SALDARRIAGA / HEIGHTSPHOTO ILLUSTRATION

By Michael O'Brien
Marketplace Editor

Today you can drive your car
downCommonwealthAvenue
as your vehicle emits tons of
exhaust into the atmosphere,
continuing humanity's onslaught
on the earth's environment. In
the future, due to recent efforts
by a joint research team from
Boston College andthe Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
that exhaust might be used to
power your car's battery.
In more technical terms,
theseresearchers have demonstrated a huge increase in thermoelectricefficiency - effectively introducing anew standard
for the creationand use ofheating, cooling, and power. Though
the technologyhas been around
for years, this specific advancement is important because it has
paved the way for commercial
application - ranging from refrigerators and air conditioners
to solar technology to automobiles to semiconductors. The
primary ramifications are that
the products will be cleaner and
will run more efficiently.
The team is composed of Zhifeng Ren, a BC physics professor
and co-leaderof the project, six
researchers fromRen's lab, Gang
Chen, a mechanical engineering professor from MIT and

SIFE

the project's other co-leader,
Mildred S. Dresselhaus, an MIT
physics professor, Bed Poudel ofGMZ Energy, Inc., and
JunmingLiv, a physicist from
Nanjing University in China
and a visiting professor at BC.
The research was funded by the
Department of Energy and the
NationalScience Foundation.
The team's results were published on Thursday, March 20
in the online edition ofScience,
a world-renownedjournalfor
scientificresearch. The team
approached the project with a
novellow-cost strategy, which
consists of producing minute alloy nanostructures approximately one one-thousandththe width
ofhuman hair that can act as
power generatorsor micro-coolers. Besides being economical,
this technique can be adoptedby
many product manufactures so
their products will either recapture energy that would otherwise
be wasted or simply consume
less energy.
The research is based on the
thermoelectric effect, which is
the conversion of temperature
differences into electric voltage and electric voltage into
temperature differences. There
are several useful applications
of the thermoelectriceffect:
measuring temperature,generating electricity, and the cooling

or heating of objects. On one
hand, a thermoelectricdevice
can create a voltage when there
is a temperature difference
between its sides. On the other,
when a voltage is applied to a
thermoelectric device, theresult
is a temperature difference. Such
devicesmake great temperature
controllersbecause the direction of the heating or cooling
is determinedby the applied
voltage's sign (positive or negative). The thermoelectriceffect,
however, is not the same as Joule
heating - the heat thatis producedwhen a voltage difference
is used on a resistive material.
The thermoelectriceffect is
reversible, while Joule heating
is not. The team's achievement
is important because it is a
successful attempt to utilize the
applicationsof the thermoelectric effect, which has stymied
researchers since the 19th
century after French physicist
JeanCharles AthanasePeltier
and Estonian-Germanphysicist
Thomas Johann Seebeck each
independentlydiscovered it. In
the 19505, scientists tried to improve thermoelectricefficiency
using allkinds ofmaterialssuch
as silicon wires and expensive,
complex lattices. The main
problem is that many materials conduct both electricity and
nheat, which makes their ter-

peratures equalize quickly. The
team has used materialsthat

seats for drivers in hot weather.
One ofthe most exciting ap-

conduct electricity without also
conducting heat.
And so, using nanotechnology, theresearchers demonstrated a dramatic increase in
the thermoelectricefficiency
of bismuth antimony telluride
in bulk form. The materialis a
semiconductor alloy that has
been widely used since the '50s
in many commercial devices.
More specifically,theresearchers
have demonstrated a 40 percent
increase in the alloy's "figure
of merit," which is a quantity
that characterizesa material's
performance relative to other
materials of the same type,
ultimately to gauge their utility
for application.Since the alloy is
both cost-friendlyand environmentallyfriendly, theresearchers are confident it will be swiftly
adopted for a number of things
- elevatingus to completelynew
levels of efficiencyfor heating,
cooling, and power generation.
The team has primarily
focused on balancing efficiency
and cost. Thermoelectric materials, again, have been in use for
years. For instance, NASA has
been harnessing them to generate power for ships involved
in deep space explorationand
some automobileseat makers
have used them to produce cool

plications of the team's research
is using thermoelectricmaterials to convert the waste heat of
a car's exhaust system into an
electric current thatwouldbe
recycled and, in turn, power the
vehicle. This techniquewill be
crucial in the fight against global
warming, Ren said. Instead
of hurting the environment,
waste heatwill be recycled. In
an articlefor The Boston Globe
titled "Fromheat to electricity
and back again,"Felicia Mello
mentions two other intriguing
applications: jackets that charge
cell phones by using body heat
and a mini-power plant that
lights lamps by using the heat in
an apartment.

Ren and Chen, alongwith
Chief Executive Officer Mike
Clary, have formed a company
namedGMZ Energy Inc., based
in Newton, which will begin exploring the commercialopportunities engenderedby the team's
research, bringing low-costand
efficient thermoelectrictechnology to public consumers. It is
quite possible that thermoelectric cooling devices - once their
efficiency is further developed
- will one day replace regular
refrigerators and thermoelectric
power will be used in all environmentally friendly homes. \u25a0

and Entrepreneur Society host fair

By AlexLindahi

Heights Staff

EntrepreneurFair:

Students in Free Enterprise
and the Entrepreneur Society
will be hosting Boston College's
first Entrepreneur Fair on Saturday, March 29 from 1 to 4 p.m.
in the Lynch Conference Room
in Fulton Hall. The event will
showcase 17start-ups from Boston Collegeand the surrounding
Boston area to provide Generation Y entrepreneurs an opportunity to display their creativity,
innovativeness, and passion for
building businesses and ideas.
The fair also aims to help en-

trepreneurs find team members
and developers,while helping to
connect and educate the community on entrepreneurship

Tours, Career Coaching 4 Kidz,
BostonNightLife.tv, and Myßike.
There are still spots available
for interested parties. E-mail

through a valuable networking
opportunity.

alexjlindahl@gmail.com.There
will also be food and drinks.

Throughout the afternoon,
the community is welcome to
mingle, walk around, discuss,
and give feedback to the founders who will each have a booth.
So far the following startups are
linedup: Wamblr, College Mogul,
Motion Affair Planner Boston,
Novedea,Anaptyx,LLC, Socialite Studios, The Smart Eagles,
An Organic T-Shirt Company,
Savory Magazine, UZook, Rilik,
College Analysts, Urban Adven-

Ryan Allis: CEO ofiContact
Ryan Allis, a serial entrepreneurial and collegedropout,will
be visiting as the Entrepreneur
Society's keynote speakerfor the
year. If the name doesn'tring a
bell, he is the founder and CEO
of iContact (which he started at
UNC-ChapelHill andhas grown
over the past couple of years to
over $10 million in annual sales),
CEO of Virante, and author of

INSIDE MARKETPLACE

THIS ISSUE

Zero to One Million (where he
tells his story of how he grew a
company to over a million dollars in sales in under a year).
His list of accomplishments is
too long to list in a single article,
but to name a few: He has been
featured on the cover ofFortune
Small Business, highlighted on
The Big Idea withDonnyDeutsch,
serves on the board of directors
for Advocates for Grassroots
Developmentin Uganda,Nourish
International, Leadership Triangle, and Junior Achievementof
Eastern North Carolina, is a team
leader with the Lead America
Entrepreneurship Conference,
a frequent speaker at numer-

An alternative to the mainstream media

ous high schools and colleges
around the country, a speaker
with the Extreme Entrepreneurship Tour, and also was featured
in several magazines including
YoungMoneyMagazineand Success Magazine, alongwith other
major news sources.
Ryan will be here on Thursday, April 3, and will be kicking
off at 7p.m. in Devlin 008. These
events are not only for the entre-

preneurial-hearted,but for anyone who is looking for a source of
inspiration. Also, at Ryan's event
he will be giving away 50 free
copies ofhis book to the first 50
people to show up to the event.
Don't miss out. \u25a0

The diverse perspectives andchecks on the mainstream media provided The broadcast industry's next step
MAP Boston
bybloggers are invaluable,writes columnist JoshuaDarr. B4
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We would love for you to visit us at
the Boston College School of Social
Work Career Fair.
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Gain

in Law
Get Washington internship
experience and Georgetown academic credit this summer.

June 2-August 9, 2008

experience that can help launch your legal career this summer in Washington, D.C.
Enroll in Georgetown University's Semester in Washington Program in Law and see the
legal and public policy process from the front row as an intern on Capitol Hill, in other areas
of government, or at a law firm, corporation, a lobbying firm, or non-profit organization in
the metropolitan Washington D.C. area. In the process, you'll gain academic credits while you
study the legislative process and explore ethics, leadership, and social justice as they relate
to the law. You're invited to join a community of achievers in Washington this summer and
open new doors to opportunities for your future career.
?
Work as a legal intern in metropolitan Washington, D.C.
? Earn up to six academic credits from GeorgetownUniversity.
? Build relationships that you can leverage throughout your career.

March 28th
Our supportive organization

provides a competitive salary and
comprehensive benefits package and
numerous professional development
opportunities. South Bay is committed
to diversity, welcoming bilingual and
multicultural applicants.
To view our career opportunities, visit our
website at www.southbaymentalhealth.com

I
I

1

1

Summer plans?
M Look no further.

To applyfor any of our
openings, please submit your
resume and cover letter to
jobs@southbaymentalhealth. com or via
fax to (508) 580-5162.
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First Session:
May 21-June 27, 2008

Second Session:
July 1-August 8, 2008
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TUFTS SUMMER SESSION 2008

Twelve-Week Session:
May 21-August8, 2008

I

> Over 250 day and evening classes
> Affordable Tuition
> Outstanding Faculty
> Convenient Subway Access

v

A

Registration starts March 3
Your Summer starts here.

http://ase.tufts.edu/summer
An [{qua! Opportunity Employer

Interested in business, politics,
science, or technology? Then writefor
Marketplace!E-mail obriennf@bc.edu if
interested.
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Your pathway to a career in theinternational art world
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AND FINANCIAL AID FOR GRADUATE
STUDY IN LONDON, 2008 - 2009
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THE ONLY THING GROWING FASTER THAN OUR
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Graduate Programs: graduate@quuunpiac.edu
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Journalism
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Scholarship/financial aid applications must be received by April 1st 2008.
For applicationforms and more information, please visit our website:

Accounting
Cardiovascular Perfusion
Computer Information Systems
Education - Elementary
Education - Secondary
Forensic Nurse Clinical Specialist
Interactive Communications

*
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Graduate Online Programs:

quoruineadmissions@qumrupiac.edu
Law School: ladm@quinnipiac.edu

SOTHEBV5 INSTITUTEOF ART IS ANAFFILIATEDINSTITUTION OFTHE UNIVERSITYOF MANCHESTER

Law
MBA/CFA" (Chartered Financial Analyst)
MBA/HCM (Health Care Management)
MBA/JD (Joint degree in business and law)
Medical Laboratory Sciences/BiomedicalSciences
Molecular & Cell Biology
Nurse Practitioner
Pathologists' Assistant
Physician Assistant
Graduate Online Programs
OrganizationalLeadership: Higher Education,
Human Resources, InformationTechnology, Insurance
Learn more: www.quinriipiac.edu

UNIVERSITY
QUINNIPIACHamden,
Connecticut
'**-'

1-800-462-1944I

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR SUMMER AT NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
?

Choose from more than 350 courses

?

Earn transfer credit

?

Explore a new interest

?

Immerse yourself in an intensive language or science sequence

ffilM

www.northwestern.edu/summer
REGISTRATION OPENS APRIL 14

?

CLASSES START JUNE 23

NORTHWESTERN
university
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Market Report

Hardcover Nonfiction

JPMorgan raises

Bestsellers

This
Week

Last
Week

Weeks on
List

1

The Secret. Rhonda Byrne.
Beyond Worlds, $23.95.*

2

64

2

Beautiful Boy. David Sheff.
Houghton Mifflin, $24.

3

3

3

Losing It. Valeric Bertinelli.
Free Press, $26.

1

3

4

Stori Telling. Tori Spelling
Simon Spotlight, $24.95.

-

1

5

Stop Whining, Start Living. Laura Schlessinger. Harper, $24.95.

1

6

Women & Money. Suze Orman.
Spiegel &Grau, $24.95.

6

15

7

Liberal Fascism. Jonah Goldberg.
Doubleday, $27.95.

5

7

8

The Third Jesus. Deepak Chopra. 9
Harmony, $24.

4

9

In Defense ofFood. Michael
Pollan. Penguin Press, $21.95.

7

11

4

3

10 The Age of Miracles. Marianne
Williamson. Hay House, $22.95.

BearStearns bid

MCT GRAPHIC

11

Become a Better You. JoelOsteen

22

8

percent from just one trading

Free Press, $25.

12 You: Staying Young. Michael F.
Roizen, M.D. and Mehmet C. Oz,

10

20

M.D. Free Press, $26.

13 lAm America (and So Can You!).
Stephen Colbert. Grand Central,

11

23

Matthew Struzziero
On Monday, JPMorgan raised
its initial bid of $2 per share
for struggling investmentbank
Bear Steams to $10 per share.
By increasing the bid, JPMorgan
quelledany thought of a share-

$26.99.*

14 Predictably Irrational. Dan Ariely. 15
HarperCollins, $27.95.

4

-

15 Intelligence for Your Life. John
Tesh. Thomas Nelson, $19.99.

1

holder revolt, which threatened
to jeopardizethe deal and send
Bear Steams into bankruptcy.
In the beginning of March,
Bear Steams' (BSC) stock price
was trading in the mid-to-high
70s. Two weeks ago, on Friday,
March 14, the stock opened at
$54.24 andclosed at $30. The
following Monday, the investment banking giant opened at
a paltry $3.17, down nearly 95

*Indicates title has beenreviewed by The
Heights.
Compiled from datafrom independent and
chain bookstores, book wholesalers, and independent distributors nationwide by Publisher's
Weekly.

day before.
Many of the top shareholders
ofBear Steams, some ofwhom
saw their personal fortune plummet in the two-day crisis, cried
foul whenthe Federal Reserve
pushed JPMorgan's $2 bid,
which vastly undervalued the
firm. At that price, JPMorgan
was getting Bear Steams at $236
million - an absolutesteal considering the 85-year-oldbank
was once worth $25 billion.
With such a low price,
large-stake shareholdersfigured
they could get more money by
eitherfinding anotherbuyer or
by declaring chapter 11. Britishbillionaire JosephLewis
was among those who publicly
questionedthe deal.Lewis has
a huge stake in the company,
and he bought an additionalhalf
millionshares before the price
tanked. Bear Steams employees,

who collectively holdabout 30
percent of the stock, were also
threatening to vote the deal
down to help protect what little
value their shareshad.
With this increasing pressure
from the shareholders, JPMorgan quintupledits offer to $10
per share on Tuesday, raising the
totalvalue of the dealby about
$2 billion.
In the new deal, JPMorgan
has agreed to cover the first $1
billion in losses thatit may incur
if the value ofBear Steams'
risky mortgage securities falls.
Any loss greater than that will
be covered by the Fed, which
helped engineer the deal. In
effect, this Fed insurance policy
greatly reduces therisk for
JPMorgan, making it a much
more attractive dealfor them.
As a result of the negotiations, JPMorgan now has a 39.5
percent stake in Bear Steams.

Combined with the pledges of
support from the Bear Steams
board of directors, JPMorgan
has a controllingstake in the
bank and the power it needs to
approve the deal.
It has alsobeen announced
that JPMorgan is offering lucrative bonuses to the top brokers
at Bear Steams to get them to
stay with the company after it
is acquired. The bonuses have
beenvalued at 100percent of
annual production to those
brokers that earned at least
$500,000 in the past year. Brokers earning between $250,000
and $500,000 will receive half
their annual production. The
dealis now expected to close on
Tuesday, April 8.
MatthewStruzziero is a staffcolumnistfor The Heights. He welcomes
comments at struzzm@bcheights.
com.

Tech Journal

The broadcasting industry's next step
Matt Sbrogna

CONSIDERING

LAW SCHOOL OR
GRADUATE SCHOOL?
Makethe winning move by calling

1-800-428-TEST
617-559-9931

or

OnFeb. 17, 2009 the most
dramatic change since the
introductionof color TV will
take place in the broadcasting
industry. At exactlymidnight,
allU.S. television stations will
stop broadcasting in analog and
will only offer digitalbroadcasting. This switch will not affect
any TVs connected to a digital
source such as Comcast or
DirecTV. The only TVs that the
switch will affect are those that
get their signal through an antenna. While analogTVs are not
nearly as popular as theywere in
the past, many people still rely
on them. Using an antennato
receive a TV signal allows users
to receive about 20 channels of
networkTV for free. Many lowincome families, tailgaters, and
RV owners still use antennas
to get TV because it is free and

jgsj
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to arrange one-on-oneLSAT or
GRE test-preparationtutoring with
a Chyten expert tutor.

CHYTEN
EDUCATIONAL

EXCELLENCE

WWW.CHYTEN.COM | 800-428-TEST OR 617-559-9931

available anywhere.
The U.S. government made
the decisionto switch to 100
percent digital transmission for
several reasons. Once broadcasters abandonall of the analog
airwaves, the government will
reclaim themand assign some
of the frequencies to various
government agencies and emergency responders and auction
off other frequencies. The new
digitalprogramming will offer
users a clearer picture and more
services, like interactive onscreen guides.People who have
an analog TV basically have
three options. Thefirst option is
to buy a newer model TV with a
digital tuner. To determineif a
TV has a built-in digital tuner,
lookfor labels or markings containing the words, "Integrated
Digital Tuner," "Digital Tuner
Built-in," "DigitalReceiver,"
"Digital Tuner," "DTV," "ATSC,"
or "HDTV." If the TV has any
of thesewords, the TV will still
work after Feb. 17, 2009 without
taking further action. If the
TV set is labeled as "Analog"
or " NTSC," thenthe set only

contains an analog tuner and its
owner will need to purchase a
newer model. This optionclearly
is not an economicallypractical

choice for low-incomefamilies
or for people who use analog
TVs only occasionallywhen
camping or tailgating.
Thesecond option is to
subscribe to acable, satellite,
or other pay service. Since the
government made the decision
to initiate this switch andthe
first two optionscause some
level ofmonetary investment,
the government created a third
option to minimize the cost for
analogTV users.
The third option to make an
analogTV work after Feb. 17 is
to buy a digital converter box.
These devices, which are just
starting to hit the market, plug
in between an antenna and a
TV converting the analog signal
to a digitalsignal. These boxes
are expected to cost somewherebetween$50 and $70.
The government, however, is
subsidizing the boxes andallowing every household to request
two coupons for digitalboxes.

The government coupons, each
worth $40, can be obtained by
filling out a simple form found
at www.dtv2009.gov,or by calling
1-888-DTV-2009.Once users
have the coupon, they will be
able to use it most places digital
converter boxes are sold.
Manypeople have already
submittedthe online form,
receivedtheir coupons, and
boughtdigital converter boxes.
Theyhave reported that they
havebeen able to receive about
30 channels and the picture and
audio is, like the government
promised, much clearerand
crisper than analogtelevision.
If you have any TVs in your
house that currently receive a
signal through an antenna, log
on to www.dtv2009.orgsoon and
request a coupon. Supply for the
coupons is limitedand as Feb. 17
gets closer and media attention
of the switch increases, so will
the coupon requests.
Matt Sbrogna is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes
commentsat sbrognam@bcheights.
com.

Entrepreneurial Edge

MAP Boston: Time to discover your city
I Recent fares From Boston to:

New York

Recent fares From Boston to:

$128

4 London

$300

I
AlexLindahl

#o^9

StudentUniverse.com

|Terms:Prices include $6service fee. Sometaxes and feesadditional. Based on actual bookingsmade on Student Universewithin the past 45 days

It feelslike the majority of
GenerationY startups live on
the Internet, which isn't surprising due to the relatively low
entry and operating costs that
are required to get going. Just
look at the number ofFacebook
applications - a simple service
through a socialnetworkand
then an expandedversion on a
separate Web sitelater on down
the line. Many entrepreneurs
have seemed to figure this out,
which is why everyone and their
mom is trying to make a Web
play.
With allof this growth, it has

become impossible to keep up
with the overwhelmingnumber
of new Web sites, and many of
the applicationsand services are
low quality.
MAP Boston (short for, Motion Affair Planner), however,
produced by startup Ist Publications and founded by awardwinner Morgan First (Emerson
'07), is a real value-addto
anyone's routine day. It is one
of those ideas that makes you
step back and say, wow what
a great idea, why didn't they
have something like thisbefore?
MAP Boston is a weeklyagenda,
calendar,personalplanner, and
a Boston adventure guide that
"highlightship, funky, non-touristy locations in Boston."
Even after living in Boston
for nearly four years, I still
feel like I barely know the city.
This is why I am such a huge

...

fan of this product; it helps
me discover places that I have
never even heard of. At first you
might think that it wouldn'tbe
that interesting to read about
new places, but after picking up
a copy, I couldn't put it down.
Each page introduces thelost
reader to a new restaurant, bar,
store, historical place, or venue
in a captivating blurb that really
makes you want to go there.
These places are handpicked
because "they are local hangouts
or off the beatenpath." The design and layout are also great.
So far, the MotionAffair
Planner is only available in
Boston, but Morgan definitely
plans on launchingin other cities soon.
MAP has only been out for
nearly a year and it has already
beenfeatured in the BostonHerald and Skirt Magazine. Morgan

has also been interviewedand
featured on the WBZ 1030AM
Jordan Show, My Career Tube,
BUTV, EmersonCollege Alumni
News, YelpBlog, MyTv New
England, Boston NOW, and jeez
the list goes on. Did I mention
she won the Best Young Entrepreneur Stevie Award? She is
also co-founding another startup, InternSushi (www.internsu-

...

shi.com).

"Its easy to get bored with
your typical routine but not
know where to turn for new
ideas. MAP Boston will help you
exploreBoston morewithout
feeling like a tourist."Be sure
to check out more about MAP
Boston andbuy theplanner at
www. mapboston.com.
Alex Lindahl is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomescomments at lindahla@bcheights.com.
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Election Central

race?
presidential
the
Does the media influence

wave of news in politics: timely

instead, they stirred up contro -

commentary accompanied by

r

instant analysis. There are some
downsides to this newprocess: Rumors can fly across the
Internet with little time for factchecking, and one can get the
impressionthat the elitebloggers are forming their own clique
of information. I agree with the
basic conventional wisdom behind VandeHei and Allen's story,
and it can be refreshing to read
reporting on the ins and outs
of media psychology. It would
border on conspiracy, however,
to believe that themedia has so
much control overthe outcome
of any race, especially one as
complex as the current battle for
the Democratic nomination.
Ambinder makes another
point in a later post that gets
to the heart of media's purpose
androle in the race: "What I
don't know, and what I can't
predict, is how Obama will
[win] the nomination and what
effects the end of the race will
have on his general election
viability Willing the future
does not make it come any more
quickly." The endpoint ofthe
race may be clear to reporters,
writers, andbloggers, but that
should not minimize therole of
the journey to thatconclusion.

versy by presenting conventional

By Joshua Darr

wisdom explicitlyon one of the
most widely read political blogs

Hillary Clinton and Barack
Obama are not the only players in the race for the Demo-

cratic presidential nomination.
of the national media

Members
have ventured into uncharted
territory along with the candidates, and their decisions about

on the Internet.
The gauntlet having been
thrown down, this article
spurred furious debatein the
blogosphere about the nature
ofthe media's influence on the
presidential race.
Marc Ambinder, blogger for
The Atlantic magazine, posted
a lengthy response to VandeHei
and Allen's provocative thesis
shortly afterward, in which
he took a more nuanced view.
After asserting that their thesis
was unremarkable and rather
common within the journalistic

what to print andhow to cover
therace are tremendously influential. New and varied sources
of news, citizen and journalist
blogs, andthe continued role
of the mainstream mediahave
combined to form an overarching narrative ofthe most interesting primary fight in decades.
community, Ambinder points
The consensus? Nobody
out that the race has resulted in
out.
knows how this one will turn
appreciable increases in
An article from the uber-blog little
adrevenue and that
newspaper
Politico on March 21 brought the
networks are not
television
"the
campaign
media's shaping of the
at all happy about the cost of
into focus. In "Story behind the
the elongatednomination."
story: The Clinton myth," Jim
Ambinder also makesthe
VandeHei and Mike Allen assert rather obvious point thatpolithat "the notion of the Demotics-centered,heavily-trafficked
cratic contest being a dramatic
sites like Politico have the most
cliffhanger is a game of maketo gain from a prolonged nomihas
believe," and that the media
nation fight. A quick visit to
an interest in preserving a close
Politico shows that campaigns
race because "it's more fun and
buy most of their ad space, and
it's good for business."
give themno short supply of
the
math,
The delegate
blog
posts and site content. The
authors argue, is too much for
media necessarily
mainstream
Clinton to overcome: "Her own
range
comprehensive
has a more
campaign acknowledges thereis
and
evnews
topics,
possible
of
no way that she will finish ahead
on the election
spent
minute
ery
in pledged delegates. That
takes away from another area of
means the only way shewins is
their coverage.
if Democratic superdelegates
If the math is so clear-cut
of
a
backlash
to
are ready risk
Obama willbe the next
that
historic proportions from the
Democratic nominee, and
party's most reliable constituthe mediahas no appreciable
ency."
advantage in helping to prolong
The article continues on to
the fight, then why does the batcase
lay out the mathematical
tle persist? Ambinder concedes
against Clinton while arguing
that the Clinton camp hasbeen
that thepress is benefiting from
good at managing expectations
and
the prolonged struggle,
and "moving the goalposts," but
therefore playing up Clinton's
the major factor in the duration
chances. The idea that the
of the race is simple: indecision
Clinton campaign has an uphill
on the parts of party leaders,
battle and thatObama will
superdelegates, and voters (in
likelywin the nomination is not
Allen,
that order).
originalto VandeHei and
As Ambinder puts it, "John
however. It is the "conventional
Al Gore, Nancy Pelosi,
Edwards,
wisdom," and something virtu- if these folks came
Reid
Harry
ally allpolitical reporters and
threw their weight
and
together
fact.
observers accept as current
Hillary
nominee,
behind the
VandeHei and Allen's audacity
drop
probably
would
Clinton
did not lay in their conclusions;

Pi

...

Clinton's perceived viability is

an importantfactor shaping the

final primaries andthe general
election match-up, and should
not be ignored simply because
she probably won't win. It is
reflected in the minds ofvotMCT GRAPHIC

out by the end ofthe week."
Superdelegateshave refused to
gather en masse behind Obama
(which would also end the race),
and Clinton's high polling in the
remaining 10 contests shows
that voters have not made up
their minds, either.
So what role does the media
play on this unprecedented
electoral landscape?Responding to Ambinder's response,
TIME'S Michael Scherer picks
up the idea of media motivation,
but stays out of the political
fight to make a broader point
about "the dynamics of the news
business." Scherer's point is that

Go?za ga

cation."

The emergenceofpolitical blogs as primary sources of
information means that different
sites will compete on a "storyby-story" basis: Whichever story
gets the most links from other
blogs, especially the übiquitous
and heavily trafficked Drudge
Report, is the most successful.
Scherer views this as "a blessing
and a curse. It is forcing better
writing, quicker responsiveness,
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The blogs are my primary
sources for information on the
election, since they are much
more up to the minute, informative, and interconnected than
any mainstream media source.
The big playerslike CNN,
MSNBC, The New York Times,
and The Washington Post know
this, and all of them now have
blog.
a regularly maintained
to
the new
responding
They are

"
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they report the current backand-forth between these two
determined campaigns. Despite
assertion thatblogs

Scherer's

are onlyout for attention and
hits, the diverse perspectives
and checks on the mainstream

media provided by bloggers'
constant analysis are invaluable
resources.
Joshua Darr is a staffcolumnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at darrj@bcheights.com.
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provocatively, in a new way, or
with unexpected spin, you will
succeed online."

Journalists are the storytellers in this historic race and
shape the race only insomuch as
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simpler objective: hits on their
Web site. "Ifyou say something

media.
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and it is increasing thevalue of
actual news-making and cleareyed thinking. But it is also
increasing pressure on reporters
to push the boundaries of provo-

VandeHei and Allen had a much

ers, superdelegates,and party
heavyweights as well as the
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COMMUNITY
Mac tutor wanted. Basic uses:
spreadsheets, labels, moving files.
Knowledge of Microsoft and filemaker
pro helpful. Please call or e-mail
Evie Frost 617-738-4661 or e-mail
thouzel@gmail. com.

The Wychmere HarborBeach Club
is conducting interviews for summer employment on our Cape Cod
property March 27, 28, 29 and April
3,4, 5. Servers, Lifeguards, BeachAttendants, and more needed! On-Site
Housing is Available. Visit our Web
site at www.wychmereharbor.com
for available positions and call (508)
432-1000x129 for details!

HEALTHY ENERGY. Healthy ENERGY DRINK just launched! Reps
wanted for nat'l expansion.Part-time.
More info: 1-800-969-8486, VPureEnergy.com. Contact UpShot@
VPureEnergy.com today for FREE
can!

Parking Spot Available. 25 Gerald
Rd. (less than 5-min. walk tocampus)
$150. Please contact Mila at 513-885-6452 or via e-mail at merchan@
bc.edu.

Check www.bcheights.com/classifieds for even MORE job opportunies.

Happy belated birthday, Katie!
Can't wait for next year's adventures in Walsh! Love, Christine,
Nadia, and Julia.

NO FEE, Cleveland Circle, B-Line,
Available 9/1. Heat Included, Hardwood floor. Spacious 3-bedrooms
Modern condo, eat-in kitchen $2,150.
2-bedroom condo $1,600. Owner
617-256-3306.
Subletters needed for spring '09.
Undine Road. Four minutes from
campus. Double and single rooms
available. Beautiful hardwood floors
and a nice backyard. Looking to sublet to girls. Price is negotiable. Please
e-mail bradyko@bc.edu.
Subletters needed for summer'o9.
276 Chestnut Hill Aye. Looking to
sublet to girls. Close to Comm Aye
bus stop and Chestnut Hill T stop.
Single room. Beautiful hardwood
floors and washer/dryer in apartment
unit. Price negotiable. Please e-mail
koesslem@bc. edu.

Selling/missing something? Need

a sublet? Want to advertise an
event on campus? Have a friend
with an upcoming birthday? Email classifieds@bcheights.com to
place a FREE student classified!

Participate in Psychology Studies in the Interdisciplinary Affective
Science Laboratory. We pay $10 an
hour. Contact bcpsychlab@gmail.

com for more information.

The Laughing Medusa is BC's only
women's literature and arts journal.
Creative non-fiction, short stories,
poetry, and visual art of any genre
are accepted. Submissions can be
droppedoff at the Women's Resource
Center (McElroy 141) or e-mailed to
wrc@bc.edu.
TONIGHT! 6 p.m. Bapst Student
Art Gallery. Art Club GalleryOpening
Night! Student Show: "Three Dots."
Fun Music, Food, and Beverages!

WANT TO EARN $10-20? Participate
in a psychology research study in
the Tamir Lab! If interested, contact
TamirLab@gmail. com.
Research participants needed.

Are you interested in discussing
issues of social class at BC? Then
please consider being interviewed
for a sociology senior thesis. Contact
Katherine LaToresat latores@bc.edu
for more information.
Earn $10. Participate in a psychology study on Word Pronunciation. MALES ONLY. This study
is sponsored by the department of
psychology. If you are interested,
please contact Chansavy Lim at
limcj@bc.edu.
Tired of Windows Vista? Looking
to try something new? Contact The
BC Linux Project to find out about
the growing popularity of open source
computing! E-mail dingmant@bc.edu
for more info.

Earth and Sage Medical Spa, 17
Herrick Rd. Newton Centre. Specializing in Botox, dermal fillers, and
chemical peels. Free consultations,
617-244-5060 for appointments.
Boston College AIDS Awareness
Committee's sth Annual 5K Run
forRelief. Sunday, April 279:00 a.m.
- 12:00 p.m. Conte Forum, Gate A
Side. Proceeds go to Hands in Hands
Ministries (http://www.hhministries.
com/programs.asp). Registration
at race or through facebook group
(http://www.facebook.com/event.
php?eid=9809379250).

Salsa Dancing: BC Nights: A Charitable Evening of Latin Dance.
Featuring: Fuego del Corazon. Friday,
March 28. 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. O'Connell
House. $5 at the Door. Eat, Watch,
Learn, and Dance the Night Away.
Proceeds go to Heifer International.
Direct Questions to Brian Varian at
Brian. Varian. I@bc.edu. Sponsored
by the Presidential Scholars Program.
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Learn the fundamentals of business at Villanova University this summer.
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"One of the most productive andfulfllling experiences ofmy life. The Summer Business Institute is a terrific program,
taught by caring and educatedfaculty. Definitely a worthwhile andrewarding experience."
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The SBI is an intense nine-week program where you will learn business basics from Villanova School of Business
faculty who bring a wide range of expertise to the classroom as teachers, researchers and corporate consultants.
The SBI will broaden your skill set, build your professional confidence and serve as an impressive credential on
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Are you an undergraduate with a non-business major? If so, the Villanova Summer Business Institute is the ideal
place for you to learn the fundamentals of business this summer.
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Derek Fiorenza
SBI '07, Communications

"

Nine weeks. This summer. Invest in your future.
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Apply on-line at www.business.villanova.edu/sbi by April 15.
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MUSIC FESTIVAL

College
of

Student Services

Registration Calendar
for Summer and Fall 2008
Graduate/WCASU Registration
GSSW Registration
Summer registration begins at 7:00 p.m. on Monday, April 14.
Fall registration begins at 7:00 p.m. on Monday, April 28.
Law Registration

wibh special guesbs

Class of 2009 Wednesday, April 23
Class of 2010 Thursday, April 24

Undergraduate Registration
Academic advising period begins on Wednesday, March 26
Class of 2009 Thursday, April 10, and Friday, April 11
Class of 2010 Monday, April 14, and Tuesday, April 15
Class of 2011 Wednesday, April 16, and Thursday, April 17

*

*CSOM (Class of 2009 and 2010) pick up registration materials in
the Honors Library, second floor, Fulton Hall on:
Class 0f2009 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. ?April 8 and 9
Class of2olo 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.?April 10 and 11
Class of 2011 should contact their faculty guides/peer advisors for
registration materials.
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Before registering, reference the Schedule of Courses available March
27 in Lyons Hall, dining hall level or view the Schedule of Courses zrA

STUDENT TICKETS $8 / PUBLIC TICKETS $15
Available at Ticketmaster.com
Dates and acts subject to change without notice
A tickets subject to service charge
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For more information go to

BOSTON campusinvasion.mtvu.com
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course descriptions
at http://www.bc.edu/courses/.
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Heights

Eagles capture back-to-back Hockey East titles
By

sively," said UVM head coach Kevin Sneddon.

Nick Tarnoff

Heights Senior Staff
The fourth-seeded Boston College Eagles
captured their league-best eighth tournament
championshipwith a 4-0 victory over the thirdseeded University of Vermont Catamounts. It is
the Eagles' second consecutivetournament title
and third in four seasons.
In the first period, Vermont had the better
of the offensive chances, but BC freshman netminder John Muse continued his spectacular
play, making 13 saves. The Catamounts were able
to get nine Grade-A scoring chances, but Muse
was up to the task, stopping Jack Downing right
on the doorstep at the nine-minute mark and
making a spectacular right pad save on Colin
Vock at the 12-minutemark.
"I thought our first 10 to 15 minutes was the
best hockey our team has played all year offen-

"We found ourselves in odd-man rushes, which
I know Boston College doesn't give up too many
of those; when we did have those opportunities
we needed to capitalize. I really think that made
the difference in the game."
After another great save by Muse on UVM's
Brian Roloff at the 16:26 mark, BC got on the
board two minutes later when sophomore center Ben Smithknocked home Carl Sneep's blast
from the point. Junior winger Nathan Gerbe cut
into the offensive zone and found Sneep at the
right point. Sneep fired a shot on net thatbroke
through UVM goaltenderJoe Fallon, and Smith
was able to knock it home for his 21st goal of
the year.
"John Muse playedextremelywell earlyin the
contest otherwise it could have been a different
scenario," said BC coach Jerry York. "Heading
into the second period with a 1-0 was strictly a

Eagles earn No. 2 seed
in NCAA tournament
From Hockey, Bl
level since 2000. The Gophers won back-to-back
nationalchampionshipsin 2002 and 2003, and they
are looking to make their first trip to the Frozen
Four since 2005.
Minnesota hasbeen on a rolloflate, just likeBC,
winning four straight games in the WCHA tournament before falling to Denver in theWCHA finals by
a score of3-1. During that four-game win streak, the
Gopherswon threeovertime games, experiencethat
will help them going into the NCAA tournament.
"But we'vewatched them on tape an awful lot.
We have a real good feeling ofhow they play. They

kind of mirror us," coach York said. "They really
skate well.Theymake plays. We eachhave freshman
goaltenderswho have played well downthe stretch.
It's a traditionalopponent,like I call them, 'Original
Six' opponents. There's a lot of tradition in both
programs and we've both been perennial national
contendersfor a long stretch of time."
BC heads into the tournamentplayingsome of its
best hockey of the year and will need to continue to
get timely goals and strong goaltendingfrom Muse.
This team is battle-testedand certainly knows the
work that will go into getting back to the Frozen
Four, andthat quest will begin on Saturday. \u25a0

Women's basketball
finds success in NIT
From Basketball, Bl
sustained the scoring spree with five andfour points
respectively.
Vermont closed out the half, scoring three
straight points to go into the break trailingby six,
35-29.
The Catamounts then came out of the break
fired up and tied the score at 35 with back-toback 3-pointers by Courtney Pilypaitis and Amy
Rosenkrantz.
Carolyn Swords quickly followed with consecutive layups to put the Eagles up by four. BC then
slowlybegan to build a lead, which theywould not
relinquish for the rest of the game.
The Eagles' gradual leadblewopen during a 15-6 run thatbegan with a 3-pointerby guard Mickel
Picco with 11:10 remaining. Johnson, Swords, and
AylaBrown also scored during the run, which ended
the Catamounts' hopes for a comeback.
"I think it was us just being a littlebit rusty in
the first half [and] their defense was forcing us to
turn the ball overa little bit," Johnson said. "So we
were able to make some adjustments at halftime
and get the ball inside more."
BC dominated the game in the paint. The
Eagles received 36 points in the paint compared

goaltending performance by John that had us at
that position, because I thought it could have

easily been 3-1."
The Eagles got their legs back under them
and came out flying in the second period. Just
before the five-minute mark, freshman forward
Brian Gibbons got a good shot on Fallon off a
rebound from a Smith shot.
On the ensuing faceoff, the puck bounced
around in front of the Vermont net and found
its way out to the point and onto the stick of
Tim Kunes, who snapped a shot thatbeat Fallon blocker side to give the Eagles a two-goal
advantage.
BC continuedto keep the pressure on, putting
11 shots on the Vermont goal. With just over 10
minutes remaining in the period, Gibbons nearly
potted a third goal for the Eagles, but Fallon
made a spectacular glove save to keep it at a twogoal deficit. Gibbons, though, would light the

lamp with 20 seconds left in the second period.
UVM's Kevan Miller was sent off at 17:55
of the period for hitting from behind when he
nailed BC's Pat Gannon in the left corner of the
Vermont defensive zone. Just 10 seconds into
the BC power play, Benn Ferriero lost control of
the puck at thepoint, and UVM came down on a
three-on-onebreak, but Slavomir Tomkomissed
the net with a wrister.
With 45 seconds left in the period, BC brought
the puck back into the UVM end of the rink and
was able to establish a good forecheck.
BC's Kyle Kucharski was able to force UVM
defensemanMark Lutz into an errant pass that
ended up right on the stick of BC's Andrew Orpik, who fed apass just under the stick ofUVM's
PatrickCullity, to Gibbons camped out at the left
post. Gibbons collected the puck and then slid
it into the open side of the net for his 13th goal
of the season. \u25a0

Eagles prospects cause a
stir among NFL scouts
From Pro Day, Bl

tackle and a left tackle, I can play either," he

who worked out. William Green, an Eagle
from 1999-2001, worked out for scouts in an
attempt to get back into the NFL. "I had the
opportunity to come out and perform today.
My body feels great and I'm in phenomenal
shape," Green said.
After slipping at the start of his 40-yard
dash, Green looked good in his 42-inch vertical jump and bench press. Green, who got into
trouble with the law during his previous stint
with the Cleveland Browns, stressed his maturity and accepted responsibility. Green was
half of the only pair of Eagles to be drafted
in the first round in 2002, the other half was
Marc Columbo.
Ryan and Gosder Cherilus are expected to
be the second pair to go in the first round.
Cherilus worked out at both right and left
tacklefor the scouts. "Everyteam needs a right

said. "Whatever team picks me is going to get
a player."
Cherilus spoke about the hard work at BC:
"It's the way we do things at BC. For five years
we've been working hard. I'll be working hard
until someone takes me away."
Jamie Silva is another of the top prospects
at BC. "I'll work hard and do a lot on special
teams andwork up to defense," Silva saidabout
his chances to move up through an NFL team.
Silva was not a fan of the agility drills. "I'm
happy this stuff is over," he said. "I'm looking forward to playing football." He also said,
"These guys look at a lot of film. They can
compare me against anyone they want."
Nowthe players have allhad an opportunity
to show the scouts what they can do. And now,
they all just have to wait. On April 26, everyone
will know if and where they will get to play in
the NFL. \u25a0

to Vermont's 14. BC also out-reboundedthe Catamounts 34 to 25.
Pilypaitis starred for the Catamounts, scoring
21 points, alongwith six rebounds andthree steals.
TonyaYoung also scored 14 points for Vermont.

Swords and Johnson led the way for the Eagles
with 20 points each, a career high for Johnson.
Swords also chipped in seven rebounds.
Picco, who startedin theplace ofBrown in order
to match up better with the Catamounts, scored 18
points alongwith six assists. Picco was also fourfor-four from behindthe arc.
Meanwhile, the Catamounts held ACC Rookie
of theYear Stefanie Murphy to two points on onefor-five shooting. Murphy left the game with what
looked to be a twistedknee in the second half, but
it did not appear to be serious and she returned
shortly.
"I thoughtwe didareally nice job in the second
halftaking up our intensity a little bit," Inglese said.
"I was pleased that we had threepeople in double
figures scoring, and I waspleasedwith our shooting
percentage from the field.
"I wasn't as pleased with our turnovers and
that's something we've got to do a better job; we
got a little bit careless andVermont certainly took
advantage of that." \u25a0
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$100 Cash Prizes!

Senior Week Tickets!
LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Jamie Silva, one of the Eagles' top NFL prospects, is lookingforward to starting his professional career.
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PICKS

EDITOR'S

The Week Ahead
Women's basketball takes on St.
John's in the thirdround of the WNIT
today. The road to the Frozen Four
begins with a Saturday afternoon
match-up against Minnesota for
men's hockey. Baseball plays a threegame seriesagainst GeorgiaTech.
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The Heights

Standings
David Amstutz

26-14

Ira Berman
Heights Staff

25-15

JessicaIsner

22-18
20-20

Men's hockey beat UNHand Vermont
to take home the Hockey East championship. Baseball fell to Virginia
twice and softball dropped two to
Sacred Heart. The NCAA tournament
also began, with several teams leaving early, includingClemson.

Guest Editor:
Joseph Neese
Arts & Review Editor

"Like our football season, all good things
must come to an end. Bye, hockey."

This Week's Games

JessicaIsner
Sports Editor

DavidAmstutz
Assoc. Sports Editor

Ira Berman
Asst. Sports Editor

Joseph Neese

Arts & Review

St. John's

BC

BC

BC

Baseball: Boston Collegevs. GeorgiaTech (series)

Georgia Tech

Georgia Tech

Georgia Tech

Georgia Tech

BC

BC

BC

Minnesota

North Carolina

North Carolina

North Carolina

North Carolina

Villanova

Kansas

Kansas

Kansas

Women'sLacrosse: BC vs. North Carolina
NCAA Tournament: Kansas vs. Villanova

Softball
The women's softball team defeated St. Peter's College in
The Eagles beatthePeahens 3-2
in game one, and 7-2 in gametwo.
Boston College pitcher Taylor Peyton threw a complete
game in the opener, allowingjust two runs on threehits. The
sophomore struck out eight Peahens in the contest, while
cleanup hitter Amy Tunstall hit a two-run home run to lead
the offense.
In the second game, Tunstall and second baseman Renee
Ramos each collected multiple hits, as the Eaglespounded
out seven runs en route to the sweep. The two wins were BC's
first at home this season.
a doubleheaderon Tuesday.

Women's Lacrosse

Women's basketball:Boston Collegevs. St. John's
Men's Hockey: Minnesota vs. Boston College

BCnotes

Recap from Last Week

Thewomen'slacrosse team dropped a tough 13-10 contest
against UMass on Saturdayafternoon. Despite taking an early
2-0 lead in the first three minutes of the game, BC could not
keep the advantageas UMass scoredfour consecutivegoals to
takea 4-2 lead 10 minutes into the game. Although the Eagles
rallied to tic the score at 6-6 behind Lauren Fitzpatrick's three
goals,UMass held a 7-6lead at halftime.In the secondhalf, the
Minutemen talliedthe first three goals to take a commanding
10-6 lead which they never relented. Kaitlyn McCormick led
UMass with three goals ofher own. The loss dropped BC's
record to 2-5 on the season.

ESPN's world leaders shine as spring draws near
Brad Zak
About this time each year, two iconic figthe forefront of the
American consciousness as they take the nation
by storm. You'rewrong if you guessedthose two
characters were the Easter Bunny andthe recent
underachievingversion ofCoach K. These two
men happento derivefrom the inner crevices of
the ESPN headquarters in Bristol, Conn., and
surface with enough expertisein their topics to
become the leaders in their respective specialized
fields. These two connoisseurs of sports knowledge are Mcl Kiper, Jr., and Joe Lunardi.
If you have a question aboutthe NFL draft,
you speak to Mcl Kiper, Jr., and if you happen
to have a question about the NCAA tournament
brackets, you confer with Joey "Brackets"Lunardi; there are no alternatives.
It is never like this in many other aspects of
life, besides possibly seeking out the intellectof
Dr. EmmettBrown when contemplatinga trip
back to the future. Ifyou get sick, there are plenty
of doctors you can go see; if you need advice on
fantasy baseball, there are plenty of magazines
and Web sites you can seek out; even specific areas such as learning how to ride a unicycleprobures present themselves in

ably have hundreds ofso-called "experts."
Kiper Jr. andLunardi also effectively offer
two distinct types of sports analyst personas:
the smooth-talking, somewhatcondescending know-it all(Kiper), and the well-informed,
slightly nerdybrainiac (Lunardi). These two
personalitiesare exploitedin many sports movies,
most recently in Will Ferrell's Semi-Pro where
Will Arnett plays the whiskey-swigging, smooth
talking, cigarette-puffingannouncer that Kiper
embodies, while Andrew Dalyportrays the geekier
side of sports commentary that emanates through
JoeLunardi.
Mcl Kiper always presents himself with slicked
back hair, a sharp suit and tic, the assumption
that he knows a hundred times more than those
sitting nextto him, and a thousand times more
than anyone watching him on television.
Joe Lunardi, on the other hand, is a short,
pudgy, unassuming guy whose comb-overdemands about as much respect as a substitute
teacher. His knowledge and ability, however,make
him one ofthe most recognizable faces on ESPN
and have made his term "Bracketology"the most
common household phrase since Tupperware.
Yet as different as these two iconoclasts present themselves, their career paths derivefrom the
same elementof sports. Some may wonder why

it's necessary to have experts in fields such as the
NFL draft andNCAA brackets, but as it often
does in sports, it all comesback to money. People
tend to care a lot more when large amounts of
cash are involved; that's just the way our society
works.
The power of the almighty dollar is why twice
as much coverage goes into the selection, seeding,
and predictions ofbrackets as actually goes on in
the tournament. Let's face it, the NCAA basketball tournament wouldn'tbe half as successful if
it weren't just so much fun to gamble on. Sporting events are always much more dramaticif large
sums of money are riding on the outcome; if you
don'tbelieve me, just ask Pete Rose.
The BCS bowl system, although flawed, providesjust as much high-qualityaction and drama
as theNCAA tournament does (just ask Boise
State), yet not nearly as many Americans make
BCS bowl predictions as they do NCAA tournament brackets. Would millions ofviewers tune in
for a WesternKentucky-UCLA match-up ifit occurred in February? But millions will this weekend
because it couldbe a decidingfactor in thousands
ofoffice pools across the country if the Hilltoppers were to pull offthe upset.
As far as the NFL draft is concerned, rookie
contracts have skyrocketed in recent years,

making a franchise's decision on who to draft
exponentiallymore important. No one wants to
invest theirbeloved team's future and precocious
cap space on the next Ryan Leaf. That is why no
one really cares about the Major League Baseball
draft, as one bad pick goes unnoticed and it costs
a

few million dollars, whereas a misguided deci-

sion in the NFL draft can set a franchiseback as
much as $60 million and a few years in development. Executives, just like fans, don't want to
throw away $60 million - well, except maybe

GeorgeSteinbrenner.
Sports will always need characters like Mcl
Kiper, Jr., and Joe Lunardi because they provide
insight on very valuable topics. These two figures
will continue to divideAmerica into two camps of
sports analyses as long as peoplekeep filling out
brackets androokie quarterbackskeep holding
out for astronomicalcontracts, and neither of
those will be ending any time soon. All sports fans
can do now is listen to these two men spit their
obscure nuggets of sports informationand wait
for them to bothcrawlback into whateverholes
they came from later this spring.
BradZak is afreshman in the College of Arts and Sciences. He can be reached at sports@bcheights.com.

So much for being No. 1
By Diana C.

Heights Editor

Nearhos

After 100 minutes and 43 seconds of hockey,
Boston College'sBenn Ferriero wristed a shot from
right point, which deflectedoff University of New
Hampshire's Carl Switzer over Kevin Regan's left
shoulder to endthe longest semifinalin Hockey East
history on Friday night. BC defeated UNH 5-4 to
head to its 13th appearance in the championship.
Ferriero's goal, which followed two scoreless
overtimes,occurred during the only power play of
the overtimes. Danny Dries was called for interference after taking a BC player out at the legs at 18:55
of the second overtime. The winning goal was BC's
third power-playgoal.
"The penalties just changed the momentum of
the game. We kind of left [Regan] out to dry tonight," said UNH head coach Dick Umile.
Regan played a career night. His 62 savesare the
thirdmost in HockeyEast tournamentplay, andthe
most ever in a semifinal. He was able to block most
of BC's best chances for goals; multiple goals were
deflectionsoff sticks or skates.
Despite each team getting off 13shots, BC leftthe
first period down2-0. At the5:17 mark of the game,
UNH's Bobby Butler sent a shot high blocker side
over JohnMuse. Then, at 15:16 ona delayedpenalty
call, JamieFritschfired a lowshotfromthe leftpoint,
beating Muse for the second goal of the game.
BC got on the board 1:34into thesecond period.
Ben Smith scored his 20th goal of the season on a
power play. He smacked a rebound out ofmid air at
thefight post. Before BC could close the lead, UNH
scored two quick goals. Butler scored his second
goal of the game at 10:33, taking a pass from Jamie
vanßiemsdyk andburied a shot low on the blocker
side. Two minutes later, Thomas Fortney scored a
short-handed goal,taking advantage of a two-onone situation, making it a 4-1 game. "We thought
we won it after we were up by three," Umile said.
Unfortunately for the Wildcats, that was not the

case; they had scored their last goal.
The Eagles immediatelybegan to fight back.
Just over a minute afterFortney's goal,JoeWhitney
responded with a goal from above the right point,

assisted by Ferriero andNathan Gerbe. Brian Gibbons followed, scoring offhis own rebound at 16:34
to make it a one-goal game. Gerbe then had an opportunity to tic the game; he took a shot as Regan
steppedforward, giving Gerbe an open net. The puck
sailedwide of the net.
Dan Bertram tied the game 4:53 into the third
period. MattPrice fired a low puck towardthe net,
it bounced offBertram's skate,off the left post, and
into the net. The play was reviewed to see if thepuck
was kicked into the net, but in the end was ruled a
goal. Despite opportunities, including apower play
for BC, no one was able to score again, sending the
game into overtime.

BC seemed to have won the game 19:30 into the
first overtime. Regan came out of the net to cut off
Ferriero and the two collided, leaving an open net
for MattGreene.
The goal was disallowedby rule, however, when
Regan's mask came off in the collision. "Obviously
[the goalbeing disallowed] hurts. It shows thecharacter ofour team, none ofus gave up," Ferriero said.
Regan responded to the same play, "It gave us a
second life, and we couldn'ttake it."
Play then continued through a second overtime,
until Ferriero's goal to begin the third extended
period.
The game was the 11th longest game in NCAA
history. It also marked BC's third overtime win at
the TD Banknorth Garden this year, following its
overtime defeatsofBoston University and Harvard
earlierthisyear. Friday's semifinalwin set theEagles
up for their league-leadingeighth tournament
championship.
"Our club was down 4-1 and came backand score
the nextfive goals. This year, we are really setting
a benchmark for mentally strong players," said BC
head coach Jerry York. \u25a0

GET INTO THE BALLGAME.

Write for SPORTS.

Meetings are at 5 p.m. on Monday in the
Eagle's Nest. E-mail sports@bcheights.com
with any questions or concerns.

LAN THOAMS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Assistant captain Matt Greene hoists the Hockey East tournament trophy as BC fans show their appreciation.
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Numbers to Know

2
Home runs by senior captain
Amanda Booth in Softball's
sweep of Saint Peter's.

5
Strikeouts by senior pitcher
Ted Ratliff in Tuesday's 7-1
victory over Hartford.

20
Career-high points scored by
freshman guard Mickel Picco
in win over Vermont.

54
Current ranking of women's
tennis, up from 75 earlier in
the season.

Talk of the Heights
"I was just trying to
relax him more than
anything else. He'd
been waiting around
since 10 o'clock. It was
to take more pressure
off the guy, to just tell
him to go out there and
throw the ball and have
some fun."

?Herm Edwards,
Kansas City Chiefs head
coach on what he told
Matt Ryan at Pro Day

ACC

on the Gophers

them.It's kind offunny how things work
out there. They have a lot of speed, a
lot of skill. It's going to be a fun match,
for sure."
BC and Minnesota have faced each
other 26 times in schooi history, including eight prior meetings in the NCAA
tournament. The last time these two
hockey powerhouses met was Dec. 28,
2002 in the Dodge Holiday Classic at
Mariucci Arena in Minnesota, in which
BC lost 2-1 in overtime.
BC has the best tournament record
of any team in the country over the past
11 years, with a 53-15 mark during that
span in the Hockey East and NCAA
tournament. The Eagles will be playing
in Worcester for the third time in four
years, which the piayers like because
they can play close to home and not have
to fly anywhere for the opening rounds
of the tournament.
"It's greatthat we'regoing to be close
to home," said senior assistant captain
Matt Greene. "It'll be nice that a lot of
the parents, friends, and family will be
able to come out. Clearly, Minnesota,
with such great tradition, it's going to
be just an unbelievable game. I think it's
two teams that are probablypeaking at
just the right time, so it's going to be a
really good weekend."
BC has played in two tournaments
season with Minnesota, but the two
this
LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTSEDITOR
teams
never faced off. BC playedthe Ice
The Eaglescelebrate theirrecord eighth Hockey East tournament title after defeating Vermont, 4-0, on Saturday night.
Breaker Invitational in St. Paul, Minn,
on the third-seededMinnesota Golden
consecutive homegames.Thatreally was
at the beginning of the season and in
earn
Gophers of the WCHA at 7:30 p.m. on a difficult time for our team."
the Dodge Holiday Classic at Mariucci
Also playing in Worcester is the Arena on Minnesota's campus.
Saturday at the DCU Center in WorcesMinnesota
ter, Mass. BC is making its sixth straight No. 1-seededMiami (Ohio) Redhawks
"We watched them when we were
By Nick Tarnoff
appearance in the NCAA tournament
against the No. 4-seeded Air Force at out in Minnesota earlier in the season,
and its 10th trip in the past 11 years.
4:30 p.m. on Saturday. The winners of andthat's pretty much the extent of it,"
Senior Staff
"The anticipation of the national each game will face off at 4:30 p.m. on Greene said. "We don'tknow too much
Sunday morning, after capturing its tournament, the opponent, the site Sunday for a trip to the FrozenFour in about them, and I would imagine they
eighth Hockey East tournament title, you're going to play, it's a special day," Denver, Colo.
don'tknow too much about us."
the Boston College men's hockey team said BC head coach Jerry York. "You
"It'sexciting," said assistant captain
Like BC, Minnesota has a storied
have to earn it to get here. It's something Dan Bertram. "It's the time ofyearwhere hockey history and has been one of the
found out where it willbe playing to begin its quest for a third straight Frozen we strive for but it's never assured. I you have to win to keep on going. It's a most dominant teams at the national
great opportunity. We've been out there
Four trip andthe school'sthird national think there was a stretch therein Februtitle.The second-seededEagles will take ary and into March where we lost four twice and haven't had a chance to play
See Hockey, B6

...

date with
Saturday

Eagles

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

FOOTBALL

Eagles win despite
lengthy layoff

Standings

Baseball
Atlantic Division
Florida State
Wake Forest
Clemson
N.C. State
Maryland
Boston College

ACC
9-0
4-4
4-5
4-5
2-7
2-7

Softball

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Matt Ryan threw over 50 passes to showwhy he deserves to be a top pick in April's draft.

ACC
5-1
5-1
4-2
1-2
2-4
2-4
2-4
0-3

Team
North Carolina
Virginia Tech
Florida State
Boston College
N.C. State
Georgia Tech
Virginia
Maryland

Ryan dazzles NFL
scouts at Pro Day
By Diana C.

Game to Watch
Men's Hockey
LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTSEDITOR

Guard Mickel Picco drives the lane for two of her career-high 20 points against Vermont.
Ira Berman
Asst. Sports Editor

Boston
vs. Minnesota
n ? .
College
The Eagles face offagainst Minnesota in
the first round ofthe NCAA tournament.
The winnerwill face either Miamior Air
Force in the semifinal on Sunday.
Saturday, March 29,7:30 p.m. UPN 38

Nearhos

happenswith quarterbacks when you get

Heights Editor

They may have been sluggish at the
beginning, but halftime adjustments
helpedpropel the BostonCollege Eagles
past the Vermont Catamounts in the
second round of the Women's National
Invitational Tournament on Monday
night, 76-64. The Eagles will face St.
John's in the third round of the WNIT
tonight, after the Redmen beat lona,
65-59.
"I'm overall pleased with the game,"
said BC head coach Cathy Inglese. "To
go two and a halfweeks withoutplaying
I was more worried about that more
than anything else, especially having a

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

young group.

"I was ready to see us play [andwas]
pleased to see us get the rust off a little
bit," she said.
Vermont, runner-up in the America
East Conference, earnedthe right toplay
the Eagles after beating Dartmouth in
thefirst round of the WNIT, 69-50.
The Eagles stayed ahead after a
3-pointer by guard Brittany Johnson
put them up, 5-4. The game remained
neck-and-neck before Vermont tied
it at 26 with 5:32. The Eagles cranked
up their effort, however, and went on a
nine-0 run to break open a 35-26 lead.
Guard LaShaunda Pratt and Johnson

See Basketball, B6

Hockey receives a No. 2 seed

Following theirupset win in the Hockey East
tournament, Eagles will takeon Minnesota.B6

themedia there."
Edwards lounged on the turf next to
Ryan,
while other players went through
scouts
Ryan
Matt
threwfor NFL
for
the first time this postseason at Boston their running drills, which Ryan had
already performed for scouts at the
College'sPro Day last Tuesday. Fortyrepresentatives
three
from 22NFL teams Combine. The two sat talking, but not
and 42 membersof the mediawatched as about football. They discussed their
Ryan and 16 other senior Eaglesworked experiencesin Philadelphia: theKing of
Prussia Mallandtraffic on the Schuylkill
out with threeformer Eagles and 16playExpressway. "I was just trying to relax
ers from Bentley, Harvard, Holy Cross,
him more than anything else," Edwards
Northeastern, St. Francis, and UMass.
Ryan threw 52 passes to Jon Loyte, said. "He'dbeen waiting aroundsince 10
Kevin Challenger,Andre Callender, L.V. o'clock. It was to take more pressure off
Whitworth, and former teammate Tony the guy, to just tell him to go out there
Gonzalez, three ofwhich were dropped andthrow the ball and have some fun."
Afterward, Ryan said that he didnot
and one was overthrown. He displayed
every type of pass needed in the NFL. feel much differently about the draft
This exhibition was in shorts, however, than he had before throwing. About the
media attention, Ryan said, "I see the
with no pass rush or other defense.
"It went well. I showed that I can stud on the bottom line. I watch ESPN
throw on the run. But [Pro Day] is so and NESN like everyone else. You just
atypical of what goes on in football," can't buy into everything you see scroll
across on the bottomline."
Ryan said.
Ryan may have received the most
Herm Edwards, head coach ofKanbut he was not the only one
attention,
sas City, said, "I thought he pressed a
trying
times,
to throw the ball
couple
See Pro Day, B6
a little too hard. That's generally what

The magnificent sports gurus

Why we need expert analysts such as Mcl Kiper and
JoeLunardi. B7

Editor's Picks
BC Notes

B7
B7
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theScene

Summer
Fesitivities
Big

Jl
There's 'August'
everything after

... and

The new Counting Crows album tries hard
to live up to their '90s expectations.
1

names revive
festival scene

Prepare to be
'Enchanted'
Amy Adams and Patrick Dempsey
bring fairy tales to DVD.
RYAN LITTMAN-QUINN / HEIGHTS PHOTO ILLUSTRATION

+ News

& Notes

The
Calendar

I

I

Sunday

Thursday
IMPULSE
Robsham Theatre
BILL FRISELL
Paradise Lounge
PRESIDENTS OF THE USA
Paradise Rock Club

VICTOR WOOTEN
Berklee Performance
TOOTS AND THE MAYTALS
Paradise Rock Club

Friday

Monday

SALSA DANCING: BC NIGHTS
The O'Connell House
2008 BALDWIN AWARDS
Heights Room
ACOUSTIC CHOCOLATE
The Chocolate Bar

ARTS & REVIEW MEETING
Eagle's Nest
TOOTS AND THE MAYTALS
Paradise Rock Club

BROTHER ALI, ABSTRACT RULE
Middle East

Saturday
DANCE MARATHON
The Plex

Tuesday
ARVIL LAVIGNE
Agganis Arena
GARY LOURIS
Somerville Theatre

IMPULSE
Robsham Theatre

Wednesday

BAREDOMS
Paradise Rock Club

thThreougMweGiapvnTi homson

SASHA AND DIGWEED
The Estate

Editors'Obsessions

.

\u25ba Tula Batanchiev,Features Editor
Oh,how I love myred iPod nano. Having

had the original - yes, original - iPod until
recently, I'm happy to report that my tiny
friend has been a blessing. Maybe I'll even
start going to the gym again
maybe.

\u25ba Ian Thomas, Photo Editor
I must be a sucker for songs that feature the piano as lead, because I can't stop
listening to Sara Bareilles's "Love Song."
The velvety vocals and driving beat make
it the perfect tune for driving to school in
the morning.
\u25ba RLQ, Graphics Editor
I've spent the past month watching two
particularly hilarious video clips. The first
is Human Giant's "Will Arnett Sex Tape."
TheArrested Developmentstar's sketch is
awesomelycrude and incredibly quotable.
The second clip is the leaked Pineapple
Express trailer. Seth Rogan's new flick,
hitting theaters Aug. 8, is poised to be the
great stoner film of our generation.
2

.

A Second Opinion
The judges on AmericanIdol have continually called this group of contestants the
best to grace the show's Studio City soundstage. Week after week, however,they have
fallen short of the hype, with more bizarre song choices, pitch problems, and overall
shakier vocals than ever. Here's a breakdownof the top nine:
Ramiele Malubay: She appears to be perpetually constipated, standing on stage as
Joseph Neese |
a diva, lacking any form of personality. When juxtaposing her performance of "Alone"
with thatof Carrie Underwood from herIdol days, no comparison can be made. She looks like an amateur
at akaraoke bar, screeching incredulouslysharp notes.
Syesha: She is not phenomenal,as the sometimes-biasedRandy feels. Victim to a weakregister, she'll
be trading in her mic soon.
Kristie Lee Cook: Despite her pitch problems, she floored me on Tuesday night, because she not only
chose a brilliant song, she proved that she could actuallysing. She deserves to survive longer if she can
keep it up.
David Cook: "Billie Jean" was brilliant, but Cook is a far cry from what Randy has deemedthe "most
original, most bold contestant thatwe've ever had." Fantasia, anyone?
Michael Johns: He is a second-rateversion of Cook, whoremains memorable only for the fact thathe
cannot keep pitch. He has no one to blame for that but himself, as he was forced to reveal during the top
11 showthat he does not like wearing his inner-ear monitors. (The ever-confusedPaula Abdul seemed to
think thathe had a problem hearing them.)Wednesday night, however,he proved thathe can be interesting.
Ifhe continues to choose his songs wisely, he has potential to stay on the show.
Brooke White: She has an exquisite charm, but she needs to learn when to shut her mouth, shed the
gimmicks, and straight-up sing, understandingthe limitations thathervoice has, though it is rich in tone.
The same goes for pitch-perfect Carly Smithson: Cowell was right, herchoice of "Blackbird" was bad
-so bad that it put her in the bottom threeduring the top 11 results show. One can hope that Smithson will
survive until the final round, as her vocals are the most controlledof allIdol contestants, making her this
year's Melinda Doolittlebut with a littlemore edge.
JasonCastro: He not only sounded like a subway performer on Tuesday, as Cowell noted, he looked
like one. Over the past threeweeks, he has fallen into a trap of blandness, soundingrelativelypolished, but
failing to live up to his "Hallelujah"performance.
>
David Archuleta: He is so adorablethat it should be a crime. Despite his youth, he probably
has the most vocal talentof this year's contestants and is my pick for this year's top idol.
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This has been a tough week. Not only am I
back at school with no break in sight, but my
computer completelycrashed, and to top it all off,
Orlando Bloom officially has a girlfriend. Still,
it is my own personal rule to wait until pictures
surface of two people actuallykissing before I
deem them a real couple. This weekend, Bloom
and Victoria's Secret Angel (to make matters
worse) Miranda Kerr were apparently snapped
making out all overLos Angeles.
On Monday night the international pair had
a quiet dinnerat La Poubelle.
Aftertheirmeal they walked
to thepatio where Orlando
chatted with a group of
friends as Miranda quietly waited nearby for her
boyfriend. The duo then meanderedinto a bookstore, "cuddling as they decided what
to buy." That is not my
description, but rather
Peopled. Earlier that day,
Kerr was seen getting a
mani-pedi at the Diamond
Nails and Spa. How didshe
getthere? In Bloom'strendy
Audi A6, of course.
Young mother-to-be Jamie Lynn Spears has been
showing off some new bling
to familymembers in Louisiana
and Mississippi. It appears that
father Casey Aldridge has now
legitimized himself in the role of

fiance. According to a source from People, "She
got an engagement ring. She's been showing it
off, talking about it." The 16- and 18-year-old
are expecting theirfirst child this summer. Big
sis Britney ruled Monday night television. Her
guest spot on How IMetYour Mother helpedearn
the comedy its highestratings ever- 10.6million
according to the HollywoodReporter.
Kate Hudson and Owen Wilson were spotted
spending timetogether during theEaster weekend
in Miami. The pair took Hudson's son Ryder for
a bikeride. After spending some time in the sun,
the threewentto Starbucks and picked up a movie
at a local video store. "Theylookedlike a family
on an afternoon outing, taking advantageof the
balmy weather," a source noted. Wilson is
currently staying in Fort Lauderdale,
Fla. to shoot Marley & Me with
Jennifer Aniston and Eric Dane
(aka McSteamy).
This isn't the first time,
however, that the pair has
been spotted togetherin the
new year. There was some
reuniting at the exclusive
Madonna post-Oscar party
in February. "There was
lots of arm-touching, giggling. They were having
lots of fun," one guest
recalled. And the day before theceremony, Wilson
andHudson met up twice, OF
spending time at each
other's homes.
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TV

WhatW
e'r atching
By

Tue Tran

Heights Editor

IMAGES

Exploiting the media's obsession with
Britney Spears, How I Met Your Mother had
her on Monday's episodeplaying a receptionist. Many watched to either root for Britney
or to see her flop again. But to the surprise of
many, the sitcom is cleverand witty with stars
JoshRadnor andNeil Patrick Harris ofDoogie
Howser, M.D. fame. The Emmy-Awardwinning
show centers around the main character, Ted
Mosby, who tells his children about the events
that led up to him meetingtheirmother, on CBS
on Mondays at 8:30 p.m.
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Forget feminism

IjJ

The Hills: It's back with dramafor
boring lives on MTV on Mondays at
10 p.m.
\
AmneSia: A new gape show With
a comedic twistand Dennis Millea on
NBC on Fridays at 8 p.nY

j

/

BCTUBE

'Tis the season to be slutty. No, I am not
referring to the spring season andthe likelihoodthat girls will once againbreak out their
jeanminiskirts andlow-cut tank tops. What
I'm referring to is actually much scarier: the
12th season of The Bachelor. Every year, 1
see the promos for ABC's shameful reality
franchise and cringe, thinking of Susan B.
Anthonyrollingin her grave with every rose.
And every year, I have successfully vowed
not to watch the show. It hasn't been too much of a challenge, as none of the Bachelors
of yesteryearhave actually been worth fawning over. Andrew was jerky, Bob weird, and
Andy unemotional - lest we forget they weren't goodlooking either. They made it too easy
to ignore each fresh batch of 25 backstabbing women that could be found in any college
in America.
This year's season, The Bachelor: London Calling unfortunately made it impossible to
ignore the insanity the moment they showed Matt Grant. He is everything you would want
in a Bachelor. Good hair? He's got it. Blue eyes? Yup, those too. Height? Oh, only 6 feet
and 5 inches of it. But before I digress into further objectification, his greatest asset should
be pointed out: He's British. I think nothing more needs to be said, so let's moveon to his
female counterparts.
The crop ofbacheloretteswas especiallyfeisty this year. Insanityand hilarity ensued when
the women finally figured out that Matt was British, immediately spawning confessions of
love. Who knew a 30-second conversationcould be the basis for a life ofincandescent happiness? Thiskind of devotionis dangerouswith no competitorshunting yourman - but when
25 women'shormones are raging at the same cocktail party, I suggest you watch out. There
was Card, who bit through an aluminumsoda can with her teethto gain some attention.And
who could forget Stacey, the Drunky McDrunkerson
whogaveMatther underpants?Needless to say,neither
is around anymore.
After two episodes ofthis monstrosity, I'm afraid I
justcan't do it. Sure, Mattprovides fabulous eye candy
and decent manhood. But sitting there, watching my
fellow females cry when Matt rejects them after one
night, or lock themselves in thebathroombecause they
OF didn't get enough alone time, just hurts my heart too
much. Perhaps I will watch thefinale to see ifMattfinds
hisAmerican dream, but until then, I'll search for my
own, realizing thatno matter how goodlookinga man
is, he's not worth the degradation of my own gender.

HCOLOYWUDRINSTEER.SCYM
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Reality Bytes
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with Editor Michelle Kaczmarek
The Hills is back- oddlycoinciding with
Audrina'snudepicture scandal. Free publicity? Never. The show serves as an example
ofwhathappens when actors, orrather real
people, are left to create dialoguewithout
the help ofwriters. It superficiallypieces together the dramawith the help ofstructured
editing and an inflated soundtrack.
In the season opener, Heidi and Spencer's relationshipyet again suffers through
SpencerPratt's stupidity, arrogance, immaturity, or whateveryouwould like to call it,
whileLauren struggles, as every single girl
must, to find a happy ending. One would
think that after several seasons, Heidi would
learn that the guy who spreadrumors about
her best friend isn't "the one" and Lauren
wouldrealize that in Hollywoodand in front
ofcameras she really isn't goingto find that
many decentprinces. But that justisn't good
TV, or rather it just ain't reality.
Even though tabloids undermine much
ofthe plotwith stories that are monthsahead

ofthereality picturedin The Hills, you still
wonder how Heidi will react to whatever
stupid thing Spencer does next. It is stupidity that Pratt's own sister acknowledges
and uses to create the biggest laugh in this
episode,advising her socially ineptbrother
that to win Heidi backhe only has to do the
opposite of everything he has done in the
past. She-Pratt's sarcasticdebasementofher
own blood was a highlight for anyone who
acknowledgesthe absurdity thatis expected
in aLaguna Beach spin-off. The produres
went on to deliverwhat theiraudience has
always asked for: impeccable outfits, glam
jobs, glitzy clubs, and shining stars with
their expectedplastic embellishments.
These contrived circumstances crescendo in one of the last sequences of the
episode, in which Lauren burns a loaned
dressbut is saved at the lastminute with an
evenmore spectaculardesigner gown,after
a tear-stainedplotpoint. This outcome may
not be as real as the lines uttered midway
through the show by the French romantic
interest, "Why are you moving without
kissing mebye-bye," but to have it any other
way isn't thereality that we expect Lauren
to live in. We watched Lauren's drama
easily transition from Europe to America,
reflectedby themusicaltransitionfromEuropop and French rap to A Fine Frenzy. As
a tiny Parisian fairy tale, the show fulfilled
the establishedprecedent, but in theend it
left one asking whetherthese shallowsituationscould developinto anythingmore than
a parade displayingeverythingthat iswrong
in a Hollywood obsessed culture.

CLOSE-UP
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Lost's
Nave en Andrews
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with Blair Thill
Jack Bauer once reigned supreme as primetime television's tragic hero. But after 24 s
season seven postponement, and the arrest and subsequent jail time of the once-revered
Kiefer Sutherland, a new hero has emergedand his name is Sayid Jarrah.
NaveenAndrewsmay not play the most recognizablecharacteronLost, as that distinction
would likely go to MatthewFox's Jack, but he is certainly the most badass. The creatively
recharged fourth season has finally put Andrews back in the limelight, complete with the
intrigue and mystery he deserves. While season one ofLost introducedSayid asa memberof
the IraqiNational Guard with a torturedpast who turns into an islandsavior, seasons two and
three somehowsubdued Sayid to a loverand uselessisland entity. Seasonfour, however,has
changed it up, revealing the Iraqi as not only one of the Oceanic 6, but as a future cohort of
the show's ambiguous villain, Ben.He has startedtaking up his old ways again, squelching
eachthreat with a fatal blow or leg twist. Whatcould be more heroic than that?
THURSDAY, MARCH 27, 2008 the SCENE
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Chart Toppers

'Sunday Mornings' without the hangover

Songs
1. "Love in this Club"
Usher ft. Young Jeezy

By Pat Irish
Heights Editor
It is unfair at this point to judge the Counting Crows against the standard of August and
Everything After. To hope for another "Mr.
Jones," "Round Here," or "Omaha"wouldbe an
unreasonable expectation.They are a different
band now - far different from the one that hit
the scene in the early '90s with
edgy and angst-driven riffs and
lyrics that were like nothing else
on theradio.
Theband's fifth studio album,
Saturday Nights and Sunday
Mornings, is a dual-discrelease,
with two different producers: Gil
Norton on Saturday Nights and
BrianDeck on Sunday Mornings.
The music on each disc, as one could imagine,
reflects theirrespective themes.Saturday Nights
is reminiscent of some of theheavier songs off
Recovering theSatellites and HardCandy, but
without the lyrical sustenance or memorable
guitar riffs, while Sunday Mornings takes the
listenerback to Across a Wire:Live in New York
City and VHI Storytellers with a heavy dose of
acoustic guitar.
Arrangedas such, SaturdayNights andSunday Mornings allows the band to work on both
ends of theircreative spectrum, both musically
and lyrically. There are moments, however,
where lead singer Adam Duritz and the band
feel confined within the parameters they set for
themselves. Duritz finds himself on Saturday
Nights trying too hard to come across as a wild
and crazy guy. On "1492" he boasts, "I guess I
bought a gun / Because it impresses all the little
girls I see /And then they all wanna sleep with
me." Duritz's carefully crafted lyrics are interrupted by instances ofsheer goofiness.
Duritz's playfulness first emerged on This
Desert Life in songs like "Hangin' Around,"
"Mr. Robinson In His Cadillac Dreams," and
the album's closing bonus track. He soon
resurrected it again in his song "Accidentally
in Love" for the Shrek 2 soundtrack. Whereas
in these songs Duritz's carefree attitude and

MoinNdnwcouWlsteh ong
Let's play a game. I'm going to name a
movie and you have to hum the theme song to
it. Ready? OK: Indiana Jones. Got that? OK,
now: Star Wars. Next? Back to the Future. Now
try: JurassicPark. Still want another? E. T. And
lastly: Harry Potter.
Man, I love that game. John Williams is a
4
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2. "With You"
Chris Brown
3. "Low"
Flo Rida ft. T-Pain
4. "Love Song"
Sara Bareilles
"Don't
The Music"
Stop
5.
Rihanna

WIKPEDA.ORG

OF

swaggeris coupledby equally upbeatmusic, on
Saturday Nights andSunday Mornings his playfulness turns from innovative to destructiveand
obnoxious. "Los Angeles," the most noteworthy
song off Saturday Nights with its contagious
refrain and memorablecountry guitarriffs, ends
with the lyric, "And man it's a really goodplace
to find yourselfa taco" - lyrics that completely
take the listenerout of an otherwise great song.
Duritz attributesthis abruptending to the fact that
he was a little drunk during its recording.
On iTunes, the album comes with a trackby-track interview with Duritz. For die-hard
Counting Crows fans, this is a great bonus, but,
for anyone else,

the interviewfeels

,

"They are

COURTESY

j

imageryin an effort to express how it feels to
strive for something great and then live with
its adverse repercussions. Saturday Nights and
Sunday Mornings is laced with such instances,
whereDuritz's lyrics and analogiesnot only fail
to make sense but are also justplain silly.
The real gems in this release are found on
Sunday Mornings.Thoughcertainly more toneddown than other Counting Crows' efforts, the
tracks on Sunday Morningbring out the best in
Duritz. "When I Dream of Michelangelo" and
the album's first single, "You Can't Count on
Me," will remind fans of why they listen to the
band. "Le BalletdOr" walksthe line, or rather

.

Albums
I.Trilla

Rick Ross

2. Now 27
Various Artists
Tripping
3. Ego
SnoopDogg
4. Sleep Through the Static
JackJohnson
5. Good Time
Alan Jackson
SOURCE: BILLBOARD.COM

In Stores
April 1
R.E.M.
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afiffferent band now /\u25a0'acoustic versions

forced and contrived,
when Duritz talks'/;
about how his -'
;
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0-,\u25a0
!>}'
grappling with
fame created a lot
of the inspiration for this album.
f
"1 hadfound that I was livinga life in whichall
my dreamshad cometrue and I hadstill somehow
missed the mark. I was still falling down a hole
and taking a lotofpeople downwith me," he says
about the albumand its first track, "1492,"a song
in which Duritz creates Christopher Columbus

/ of "Have You
/\u25a0Seen Me Lately"
/..and "Catapult."
After making
$ .\u25a0\u25a0/.\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0' I
.\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0'
fans wait six years
for a new album,
the^l6-track SaturdayNights andSunday Mornings is a warm welcome.Not without its faults
- its ill attempts to reach the voice and sounds
that originally threw them into the limelight
- the album recovers and overcomes these pitfalls like a Sunday sunrise in a clear sky after a
gloomy Saturday night. B

genius - those triumphant themes (all so similar

spots were Miley Cyrus's tunes from Hannah
Montana 2 (I still don't get who she is), along
with the soundtracksto Alvinand the Chipmunks

'

\u25a0
with edgy angst-driyeh riffs.7

yet gloriously distinct) are just golden, raising

the hearts and adrenaline of the young and old
alike.
Not just main theme songs, but entire movie
soundtracks and musical scores can play a key
role in any movie.(Just copy and paste here an
Oscar night blurb preceding the presentation of
Best Original Score spoken by some bright-eyed
starlet.)
Going alongwith all ofthis, lastweekI picked
up a recent copy of Rolling Stone for my flight
home to California. Checking out the "Charts"
on the back page, I was surprised to see that in
the No. 5 and 6 spots of "Top 40 Albums" were
the movie soundtracks to Step Up 2 the Streets
and Juno, respectively. Situated in the mid-teen

Accelerate
Warner Bros. Records

"

and Across the Universe: DeluxeEdition. At No.
31 was Once, which includes the heartbreaking
duet "Falling Slowly," this year's Oscar winner
for Best Song.
Though it seems mainstreamaudiences have
strayed awayfrom valuingalbums in theirentirety
(why spend $9.99 on iTunes for it all when you're
only going to listen to the two hit singles on it
anyway?), maybethere isstill hope for the appreciation of compiling a solidmovie soundtrack.
Let's compareStep Up 2 and Juno. Youprobably couldn't get two movies that are more dissimilar, yet musicplays essentialroles in both. In
one, the body-pumpingbeats a la "Low"(aka the

Black Keys
Attack & Release
Nonesuch Records

ALBUM COVERS COURTESY OF AMAZ0N.COM

AppleBottom Jeans song,whichis alsothe No.
1 "BillboardHot Hit Single") arenecessary for
the motleycrew of incredible dancers(which in
my book excuses the below-averageacting) to
overcomeadversity and great odds. And Juno
just wouldn'tbe the same without the quirky
lyrics and folksy strumming ofKimya Dawson,
which provide the appropriate atmosphere for
mailboxes overflowing with tic-tacs and the
lines of look-at-me-being-wittydialogue.
Movie soundtracks should not be underestimated just because they are "supplements"
to movies. Here are a few personal favorites
ofmine: The Graduate, Grindhouse, TheLife
Aquatic, About aBoy, AlmostFamous, Forrest
Gump, I Am Sam, and High Fidelity (Disney
and John Williams not included).

Axl Rose once canceled a Guns front of a sold-outParadise Rock
N' Roses gigin Maine because of Club crowd, Drive-By Truckers
a state law thatforbids performers singer and guitarist Mike Cooley
from drinking alcohol on stage. managed to hold down a chord
Axl Rose will always be tough on his guitar with his left hand
to please, but booze doeshave its and take a swig of Jack from
placeon the stage. It makesperfect the bottle with his right, only to
sense since the rowdy rock-andjump directly into a scorching
roll crowd is already liquored up solo as if nothinghappened. The
and ready to go. Don't get me crowdloved it, and I am sure Jack
wrong, there is no place in music Daniel's sales doubledfor the rest
forKeith Moon passing out behind ofthe night.
the drumkit, causing The Who to
Opening with a song titled
ask the audience, "Does anyone "Woman Without Whiskey," and
know how to play the drums?" also playing the crowd pleasBut there is no better way for an ers "Daddy Needs a Drink" and
artist to connect with a crowdthan "DeadDrunk & Naked," Drive-By
totoast to therock gods and rip a Truckers' openlyrustic framework
shot of JackDaniel's.
is dripping with cheap whiskey.
On Saturday I witnessedsomeBeing able to stomach multiple
thing even better. Mid-song and in shots of Jack Daniel's without

Off the Record
with Jeff Wallace

affecting your playing ability to onstage alcohol antics. Eddie
must be a rite of passage for the Vedder makes up for his mostly
membersof theband, as the bottle soberband by usuallyconsuming
was passed multiple times during two bottles of redwine per show.
the show. Cooley even chasedhis Also, during the song "Crazy
shot with an Amstel Light. Jack Mary," which features the chorus,
Daniel's serves as the engine "Take a bottledrink it down/ Pass
it around,"Vedder shares hisbottle
grease for the Drive-By Truckwhich
with members of the crowd. In a
roughed-up
mentality,
ers'
lends itself to a haunting level of 2006 interview withRollingStone,
vocal honesty, almost as if they he even said, "I've actuallytriedto
were baptized in moonshine by play a few shows without drinkmembers of The Band. Cooley ing. But you know howbartenders
and singer/guitarist and Patterson sneak a drink in here and there,
Hood rarelystruggle to find a word but the busboys can't? I felt more
thatfits and prove that experience like the busboy - that I was just
can never lie - or maybe thatis just working."
the Jack talking for them.
Eddie Veddermay be working
Pearl Jam is the only other whenhe is on stage,but the Driveband that I have seen that can By Truckers are always living,
compare to the Truckers in regard one shot at a time.

Danity Kane: Oversexed and 'Damaged'
Neese
Arts & Review Editor

By Joseph

After their self-titled debut album went platinum, Danity Kane
seemed to have endless potential.
For Welcome to the Dollhouse,
it sought to transition itself from
stateside girl band to an internationallyrecognized band, choosing
urban dance songs over ballads.
With thanklessly produced tracks,
includingwhat seem to be Danja's
Britney Spears leftovers, this will
not happenanytime soon.
Ironically, aside from "Damaged," the disc doesn't really come
to life until the 12thtrack, "Poetry"
- a balladwith writing and produc-

tion credits shared by Diddy himself
- comes on. While the lyrics are subpar, this is the first instance when the
girls' vocals are allowed to shine instead ofbeing underminedby a glitzy
but lackluster production. Vocally,
the only other song on the album that
is strong is a self-deprecatingpseudoballad called "Is AnybodyListening."
Although lacking emotional depth,
the executions ofAubrey O'Day and
Dawn Richard shine in an exquisite
manner, as they are written to highlight theirrich, lowregisters.
Aside from these two songs, the
only thing that girls find themselves
singing about is sex, earning themselves a reputation as the horniest

CD

tive women in the music industry.
Theirsexual bluntnessdoesnot work,
however, as they are given tritelyrics
to sing - an inartistic mannerin which
sex is forcefully used to sell records.
Because the girls findthemselves unable to sing them with urgency, they
render their horniness stoic.
The girls should hire better writers, as the refrains that they sing are
weak and counterproductive to the
musicality of their songs. Moreover,
the lyrics featured on the album are
far from "poetry." In "2 Of You,"
Aubrey coos, "You make me hotter
than Jaimaca Maybe it's 'cause
you're Blasian." These words are not
just ridiculous, they're racist.

...

CD

IMAGES
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The low points on this album are
everything rapped - Missy Elliot
included. In "Ecstasy," Rick Ross
notes that he's "fresherthan a stickof
deo."His rapping, however, is sorancid it can be smelled upon listening.
O'Day's and Shannon Bex's attempts
at rapping in "2 OfYou" are poor.
It is of no surprise why "Dam-

Single

Enrique Iglesias
95108 Exitos

The
Raconteurs

UniversalLatino

Consolers ofthe
Lonely

aged" was selected as the group's
lead single: It is the only good song
on the album. It is an exquisite dance
song with a high-concept that works
- it mirrors a broken heart by using
a blaring electro-riff and staccato
vocals. If it were not for "Damaged,"
the albumwould not receive the plus
behind its letter grade. D+

COURTESY

Single
Madonna
"4 Minutes"

Three Doors Down
"It's Not MyTime"

WEAlReprise

Universal Records

Warner Bros

For his ninth studio album, Enrique
Iglesias has assembled a collection of
his greatest hits by selectinghis 17 No. 1
songsfromthe BillboardHotLatin Songs
charts. In addition, the Spanishrecording
artist offers two new songs - both ballads, with wonderfully poetic lyrics. As
custom, Iglesias has picked songs that
highlight his lush, raspy tenor. The first,
Estan Corazon?," has already
been charted to become his 18th No. 1.
The stronger and more emotionallyurgent
"Lloro Por Ti" will surely be next. A-

In theirfirst release Broken Boy Soldiers, the Raconteurs were simply warming up. Jack White was on loan from the
White Stripes and it seemed likely thatthe
supergroupwouldbeshort lived. Consolers
was mixed only three weeks ago and its
Tuesday release date was announced just
last week,a trulyrevolutionary move. The
14 tracks cover just about every corner of
White's songwriting repertoire, which is
only bolstered by the presence ofBrendan
Benson, who has plenty of room to make
his own moves. A-

It's not "the world" that's being saved

- it's Madonna's career. The artist has en-

listedthe help ofin-demandproducers Justin Timberlake, Timbaland, Pharrell Williams, and Danja to give her a mainstream
(urban pop) sound for her new disc, Hard
Candy. This lead single features a marching band vibemixed with a bass-synth and
catchy lyrics like "Theroad to hell is paved
with good intentions" thatmake it a dance
force to be reckoned with. It should also
be called"What shouldbe Madonna'sfirst
No. 1 single since 1994." A-

With an opening chord identical to
that in "When I'm Gone," one instantly
expects this new single to chart familiar
territory. Minus a hard rock riff detour,
it remains just that - predictable. Yet,
unlike Nickelback, this pop (rock) group
remains easier to digest with less glossy
production. Decisive vocals that sing
"Oh, I won't go" surely equate this song
to a comeback. It's a well-welcomed one
at that. B+
ALL ALBUM COVER PHOTOS COURTESY OF AMAZON.COM
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Rothbury Music Festival - July 3-6 - Rothbury, Mich.

Not your parents' music festivals

_

Like a fine Cabernet, live music needs
to breathe. Sound flourishes in open space,
creating an organic nature that cannot be
matched indoors. In 1999, the logistical
nightmares of Woodstock'srevival proved
that a music festival will fail when corporate
needs outweigh the event's true purpose: to
bring people together through music - with
music being the most important factor. Three
years later, Bonnaroobrought together an impressive listof jam-

Jeff Wallace
Asst.Arts & Review Editor

By

bands and proved that a festival can benefit
both the fans, who can see a diverse lineup of
acts with one ticket, and the bands, which are
given access to a much broader platform to
get their music out. With an impressive crop
of new and eclectic festivals to choose from,
music fans have never had thismany tempting options. Here is a breakdown ofeight of
this summer'sbest festivals.

k On The Bill: Dave Matthews Band, John Mayer,
I SnoopDogg, 311, Widespread Panic, Primus, Modest
I

Mouse, STS9, Rodrigo y Gabriella, The Black Keys,
Keller Williams, Citizen Cope, The Disco Biscuits,
Drive-By Truckers

I? The Draw: In its first year, Rothbury is absolutely

stacked with a healthymix ofboth mainstream acts
and jam bands. For those who dislike the scorching
Bonnaroo heat, a Fourth of July trip to Rothbury may
be the answer.

Summer Camp Festival - May 23-25 - Chillicothe, 111.

-^

On the Bill: The Roots, G. Love, STS9, 0.A.R., George Clinton & Parliament Funkadelic, Girl Talk, Blind Melon, Umphrey's McGee
The Draw: Summer Camp is traditionallymuch smaller than other
major festivals and is a more affordable option for those looking for a

Sasquatch! Music Festival May 24-26 - The Gorge, Wash.

I
I

k

jam-heavy lineup.

On the Bill: R.E.M., The Cure, The FlamingLips, Death Cab for Cutie,
Modest Mouse, M.1.A., Flight of the Conchords, Rodrigo y Gabriella,
Built to Spill, The Hives, The Mars Volta, The Kooks

Do Not Miss: Snoop Dogg, in one ofhis few scheduled
summer appearances, will "Drop it Like it's Hot" for a
crowd ofpopped-collared frat-boys attempting to avoid
the occasional greasy hippie.

.

Do Not Miss: It will be hard to miss Moebecause they areplaying on
all three nights, but their richly textured jams have never been tighter.
Also look for a Wayne Coyne sit-in during any of Moe's sets.

The Draw: Located on a cliff above the Columbia River, The Gorge
is known for its natural beauty and is always a favorite stop for larger
Since it is in the middleof nowhere, it is best to snag a reasonably priced weekendpass and enjoy the scenery, which only adds to the
sound.

The Draw: Without camping and with only a short list ofbands, All Points West is hardly
the "Coachellaof the East" thatit was intendedto be. But with two nights ofRadiohead
and reasonablypriced single-daypasses, music fans can literally swim from Manhattan, or
take the Jersey City Pathway to Liberty State Park for a healthy dosage oflive music.

Do Not Miss: Though The FlamingLips have made it a habit to hit the
festival circuit hard, Sasquatch! is the onlyLips appearance billed as
"The Flaming Lips U.F.O. Show." Ifthere is one FlamingLips show to
see this year, this wouldbe the one.

\ J

All Points West - Aug. 8-10 - Jersey City, N.J.
On the Bill: Radiohead(Two nights), Jack Johnson,Kings ofLeon, The Roots, Girl
Talk, Underworld, Rodrigo y Gabriella, Cat Power

/artists.

\

'

Do Not Miss: What is better than one night ofRadiohead?Two nights perhaps? This is
pretty much Radiohead's show, except the opening acts are exceptional.

*?.
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Wakarusa Music and Camping Festival - June 5-8 - Lawrence,Kan.

On the Bill: The FlamingLips, ZappaPlays Zappa, STS9, Emmylou Harris, Cake, Ozomatli,

Buckethead, Galactic, Keller Williams, Mickey Hart Band, Leftover Salmon

i

The Draw: Wakarusa has cemented itself as the Midwest's prelude to Bonnaroo. While Bonnaroo has attempted to reinvent its imagein recent years, Wakarusa boasts a solid lineup of jamfriendly acts and offers highly affordablefour-day passes.
Do Not Miss: STS9 may appearat multiple festivals, but there is somethingin the water at
Wakarusa that always propels the electronic-jampioneers to higherground.
v

Mile High Music Festival - July 19-20 - Commerce City, Colo.

\u25a0

Bonnaroo Music and Arts Festival - June 12-15 - Manchester, Term.

Coachella Music and Arts Festival - April 25-27 - Indio, Calif.

On the Bill: Dave Matthews Band, TomPetty andthe Heartbreakers,
> John Mayer, The Black Crowes, Steve Winwood, The Roots, Citizen
Cope, Spoon,Flogging Molly,Rodrigo y Gabriella, Colbie Caillat

On the Bill: Pearl Jam, Metallica, Jack Johnson, My Morning Jacket, Allman Brothers Band, Robert Plant and AllisonKrauss, Kanye West, 8.8. King, Levon Helm, The
Raconteurs, Phil Lesh and Friends, Iron & Wine, Sigur Ros, Willie Nelson, Ben Folds

On the Bill: Roger Waters, Portishead, Jack Johnson, The Verve, The Raconteurs, My
Morning Jacket, Justice, Serj Tankian, Death Cab for Cutie, M.1.A., Slightly Stoopid,
Animal Collective, Hot Chip, Fatboy Slim

Draw: In its first year, Mile High positions itself as a strictly
" The
mainstreammusic festival with only a few jam-bandexceptions. Only 9
milesfrom downtownDenver, Mile High proves that the state ofColorado is trying hard to compete for the title ofMusic Capital of the West.

The Draw: In its eighth year, the once-jam-bandfestival has daringlystrayed even further from its roots, bringing in some fresh faces and old favorites. Five-plus stages allow
for plenty offlexibility. The scared hippie may even skip Metallica to rest up for the late
night musical marathon, which is generally ledby the finest jambands.

Do Not Miss: With no album to support, Tom Petty is sure to break out
all of the hits, so be prepared to sing. Also, the Black Crowes' new lineup will turn some heads with its vintagerock and roll cosmic assault.

- there is always the chance for Eddie Vedder to sit on during MMJ's version ofThe
Who's, " A Quick One While He's Way." Also, the air-conditionedcomedy tent is a great

The Draw: Coachellaworks hard to outdo last year's lineup, which included areunited
Rage Against the Machine. This year's billrelies on the collective strength ofboth indieand electronica-heavy acts - a move that has proven successful in the past.
Do Not Miss: Pink Floyd's Roger Water's tireless recreation of TheDark Side of the
Moon has stunned audiencesworldwidefor the past two years.

Do Not Miss: My Morning Jacket's special late-night set or Pearl Jam'sheadlining bid
escapefrom the scorching heat and features an impressivelineup ledby Chris Rock.
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REEL
LIFE
with Stuart Pike
Waitress takes the pie

on

Casting charm

audiences everywhere

Blair Thill
Assoc.Arts & Review Editor

By

Don't be fooled by its partially animatedandfully Disney exterior - Enchantedis actually
a romantic comedy indisguise. Take awaythe animatedchipmunk named Pip andthe fictional
land of Andalasia, and what do you have? You have a good old-fashioned love triangle, the
oldest romantic comedy trick in the book.
The opening scenes of Enchanted are refreshingly nostalgic, with the first 15 minutes
running in the 2-D Disney animation of yesteryear. Although younger audiences may not
rememberthe flatter days of The Little Mermaid, our generation knew nothing else. Modern
animation exclusivelyrelies oncomputer-generated images, so Disney audiences old and new
are happilyembracing the classic technique.Amy Adams plays the perenniallyhappy Giselle,
a woman wistfully waitingfor her one true love. As she is assembling a prototype ofher dream
man (something that happens in every girl's bedroom), an ogre snatches her out ofher house
(something that thankfully doesn't happenin every girl's bedroom). Never fear, as Giselle's
knight in shining armor, Prince Edward(flawlessly portrayedby James Marsden) promptly
saves her. The two then fall in love faster than you can say "The Bachelor."
The movie should be over then, right? The fair maiden found her prince, they are set to
marry. What else could possibly happen?A lot apparently, as the next hour and 15 minutes of
Enchanted are infinitelybetter than thefirst 15. In an effort to keep the crown, Queen Narissa
(portrayed exquisitely by Susan Sarandon) disguises herself as an old hag and pushes Giselle
into a magical wishing well, to a "placewith no happy endings" - NewYork City.
Adamsshines whenGiselleclimbs througha manholeinto Times Square, conveying asense
of wondermentand confusion. She glidesthrough Manhattan, trying to find a friendly face.
Enter Patrick Dempsey. He plays the cynical divorce lawyer and single father, Robert. Giselle
is of course alien to Robert - too cheery, too hopeful about love. The two butt heads at first,
but growto love each other. Enter love triangle between Giselle, Robert, and PrinceEdward.
You will have to watch the movie to see which man she ends up with.
The bestpart aboutEnchanted isn't thefabulous performances,or theclassic animation, but
three original musicalnumbers. Disney super-composersAlan Menken and StephenSchwartz
workedtheirmagic again, creating instanthits with "True Love'sKiss," "Happy Little Working
Song," and"That'sHowYouKnow." Retromusical numbersaccompanythe songs - especially
the scene featuring the third song, a fantastic '60s throwback. The DVD features share the
making of these great scenes with the world, interviewingthe cast, crew, andcomposers.This
is by far the best feature on the disk, as the bloopers left much to be desired.
Enchanted may seem like a children's movie, but it proved itselfto be an entertainingfilm
for all ages. It is an instant classic that deserves a spot on the shelf next to Cinderella and
Beauty and the Beast. A-

A famous Russian film critic
from Peru once observed thatfor
every film he reviewedeach week
there were at leastfive that slipped
by unseen. 1, too, have missed plenty
ofmovies in my time, in my youth
largely because my parents were
notorious censors ofmy Blockbuster
choices. At the time 1 couldn't fathom
why something as celebratedas The
English Patient should be denied to a
JamesBond aficionado as cultured as
I.(A recent viewing, however, leads
me to suspect thatfull frontal female
nudity and a slice-and-dice ofthumbs
might have had something to do with
it.)
Not all the "missed"movies are
really anything to write home about.
In fact, many of them aren't. But every now and then you rent something
that, for whateverreason, you didn't
hear aboutuntil months, sometimes
years, later, and it turns outto be
just so gosh darn good that you can't
believe you only just finally saw it.
Case in point: Waitress. A film
that is so uplifting and cherished and
thoughtful that it's like taking a huge,
seemingly endless bite ofyour favorite pie, only without the tooth decay
or uncomfortable sugar high that you
got when you were a little kid. It's
clever and winning and cute, but not
so clever or winning or cute that you
admonish it for being too much so.
Effortlessly pleasing, you might
say.
Small-town Southern waitress
Jenna, who bakes exquisitepies for
the local diner, hates her sloppy and

degeneratehusband. (Actually, the
husband might not be a degenerate, but he sure looks, smells, acts,
and thinks like one.) Unfortunately,
the degenerate also recently got her
pregnant, and Jenna makesher way to
the local gynecologist- who, it turns
out, is a charming Northern newcomer
named Dr. Something. (She always
refers to him as Dr. Something.) Tasteful, PG-13 adultery ensues, among
lots of quirkiness, a little sadness, and
a whole bunch of pie creating, making, and eating.
There aren't many surprises; or, I
should say, there aren't any unwanted
ones. Its plot twists are obvious right
off the bat, but in the most appealing
way possible. If you go into Waitress
lookingfor just a littlebit of goodness,
you're well-fed. It doesn't preach, it
doesn't jolt,and, even more of ararity
in such unabashedlyfeel-good fare of
late, it turns out not to be lame.
I don'tknow what's with this
whole pregnancy-themed, comedieswith-a-heart thing these days, but
as far as I'm concerned, keep 'em
coming. For as varied in nature as
Knocked Up, Juno, and Waitress are,
each manages to pop the babies out
with just the right amount of "ha ha"
and "aw" - never to the point of me
gagging on sweetness - and, DVD
sales-wise, are worth plenty ofrewatches.
Superficial, if apt, comparisons
aside, Waitress stands apart as one of
the most thoughtful, though buttery,
flicks I've come across in a long
while. Leave the skepticism aside, arm
yourself with a big sweet tooth, and
dig in.

New This Week
Movies
1. Stop-Loss
2.21
3. SuperheroMovie

R0TENMAS.COCOURTESY

DVDs
1.
Todd
OF
2. Alvin andthe Chipmunks
3. Murder She Wrote: Season 8
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\u25ba Director Tim Burton creates a dreary, strange world

in his adaptationof Stephen
Sondheim's Sweeney Todd:
The Demon Barber ofFleet
Street. Stars Johnny Depp
and Helena Bonham Carter
show off their vocal chops
in this classic musical.
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Jeff Wallace
Asst. Arts & Review Editor

By

A last-minute late-night
adventure to the Copley
Square area will generally
leadyou to be stranded in
line at The Pour House,
Whiskey's, or stuck outside
one of the other trendy
spots dotting the area. You
are already committedto
the area, so your best bet is
OF
to cross over to Newbury
Street and hit up Daisy
Buchanan's. Daisy's sits
below the street in a cramped basement spot across the street from a CVS. Known
for being lax at the door, it seems that anyone with a decent ID made theirway inside
to rock out to Journey and enjoy an overpriced mixeddrink.
On any given weekend night, Daisy's is generallypacked, but there is hardly ever
a line. Once inside, it is best to settle down in one area (most likely an arms-length
from the wall), as weavingthrough the thick crowd can be a choreand may result in
a host ofawkwardconfrontationsand even the occasional spilled drink. The crowd,
which is a nice mix of the highstrung button-downfaithful with the more laidback,
no frills drinking class fills the room nicely, causing some local publicationsto label
Daisy's as a hot singles scene - a claim that certainly needs further investigation.
With only one bar to service a thirsty room, we figured it likelythat the drinks
would not be flowing and were ready to make a move for the door.The female
servers, who were easy to find as they were dressed in highlyrevealing outfits, kept
us from leaving not only for their looks but also for their prompt service. Also, many
people failed to notice the extra service area tucked
away in the back corner, which offered easy access to
/Daisy Buchanan's A
the bar.
240 Newbury St
Boston, MA 02108
From "Don't Stop Believing" to "Livin' on a Prayer,"
Daisy's plays just about every cliche party songyou
>
would ever want to hear in an evening. At best, Daisy's
is a respectable divebar stripped ofany form ofsketchiness andmade to suit the
common needs of the young college student - namely, getting drunk. B-
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PorcupinNMeeams'Meatballs

RECIPE

Spring is finally here. The sun is shining. Yet, itremains
cold outside. Try preparing this simple, mouthwatering
dish to keep you warm.
Ingredients:
2 cans tomato soup
1/2 can water
1 1/2 lb. ground beef

1 cup rice
1 small grated onion
salt and pepper
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Mix ground beef, rice, onion, salt, and pepper in
a bowl. Mold into egg shaped pieces. Set aside. Heat
soup and water to boiling. Add meatballs. Cook over
medium heat about for 20 minutes. The rice will swell
as it cooks, giving the appearance of a porcupine.
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Savory cuisine lights shady neighborhood
By Anne Muscarella

Heights Staff
When we pulled up to Indian Dhaba, I was skeptical, as the restaurant resides in a
somewhat seedy neighborhood,situatedbetween apizza jointand a nail salon. Although
it doesn't look like much from the outside (or on the inside for that matter), the food was
spectacular.
Intriguedby the name, I decided to do a littleresearch and found out that dhabais
actually defined as "roadsidediner." A dhabais typically a shed-like building in which the
food is cooked, surrounded by charpoys (day-bed-typeseating) where the food is served.
While dhabas in India typically cater mainly to truckies and long-distance travelers, Indian
Dhaba in Brighton is perfect for the college student short on time and cash.
The inside is small and cozy, with rich clay-coloredwalls adorned with ornate Indian
relics. The seating is limited, with three small tables and a counter that looks onto an open
kitchen. The menu was overwhelmingto me, with a variety ofsoup and appetizer offerings,
two pages of entrees, additional combination platters, and daily specials. The variety of
vegetarianoptions was particularlyimpressive. As vast as the menu was, they had detailed
descriptions ofeach dish, which was extremelyhelpful to my friends and I who have
limitedknowledge ofIndian cuisine. The most exciting part of the menu for us was the
prices. The majority of entrees were between $8 and $9 (insider tip:All the entrees are at
least a dollar cheaper at lunchtime).
1 was glad to be there with friends because with so many intriguing options, I wanted
to try them all. My friends and I decidedto order three entrees to share. We orderedtwo
traditional chicken dishes: Chicken Tikka Masala, which is simply chicken cooked in a
thick tomato sauce, and Chicken Curry, which is chicken cooked in curry and herbs. We
also ordered Aloo Matar, a vegetarian dish consisting of potatoes, peas, onions, tomatoes,
and spices. We also selected a side of naan (Indianpita bread of sorts) for dipping.
When we ordered, we also got to pick how spicy we wantedeach dish to be, which was
comforting(not wanting to be too adventurous).
There was no wait service for such a small space, so we ordered at the counter and
had our food ready in under 10minutes. Each dish was served in a small white soup bowl
with an accompanyingplate of rice. The entree was probably 70 percent sauce, 30 percent
meat, but the sauces were so flavorful I did not mind being shortchanged on the meat. We
enjoyedpouring the somewhat spicy sauces overthe plainrice and we dipped the garlicflavored naan. The meat was tenderand flavorful on both the chicken dishes, and the Aloo
Matar was a littleless flavorful but was a nice compliment to the other dishes.
While Indian Dhaba lacks the class of a fine-dining experience, it seems the ideal place
for takeout with friends or a quick lunch on the go. Ifyou are lookingfor authentic-tasting
Indian food on a timecrunch and a budget, this roadside stop is definitely for you. B+
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"Did you say that guy next door
joined the Army?"

f

"No way!"
the
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\u25ba Groups
\u25bc This Week's Drink

Country Boy
11/2 ounces Jack

WRITE
for The

Scene!

Daniel's Tennessee
whiskey
11/2 ounces sweet and
sour mix

11/2 ounces Triple Sec
6 ounces Sprite
\u25bc

chuapaya@bcheights.com
Email:
About Me: Claudia Huapaya is a staff columnist for The Heights. She welcomes
comments and suggestions for new drinks.
Drink Up!:
My gang and I have been praying for an early summer. Last week spring officially began, but the
sub-zero winds aren't convincing me. As Billy Gilman said, "I've Got To Make It To Summer," but
it's tough. In honor of the sun we're eagerly anticipating, I give you the Country Boy. I find singing
"Hell Yeah" and wearing my "Red High Heels" a therapeutic way to let out my summerless
frustrations. Or you could whip up this summery treat because "Chicks Dig It." Don't get me or
Brad Paisley wrong, you don't need "Alcohol" to have fun, but this drink will warm you up a bit.
It might only be in the 50s and 60s through April, but we can always hope. The Country Boy
is quick, easy, and delicious so "Let's Get Drunk And Be Somebody!" Fill a glass with ice, add
all the ingredients, stir, and garnish with lemon slices. If you're entertaining, grab a pitcher,
quadruple the recipe, relax, and let the "Six-Pack Summer"roll. One sip of this and you'll be
saying, "I like it, I love it, I want some more of it!" "Ladies Love Country Boys," but if you're

scared of the Triple Sec or don'thave any sweetand sour mix, try 11/2 ounces Jack Daniels,
6 ounces of lemonade, 3 ounces of Sprite. If you're not a Whiskey Girl, try thatwith Bacardi
Superior. Thanks to Juju, Doodles, and the Power Hour Crew for helping rediscover my love of
country. It's going to be another "Flip Flop Summer" so grab a Country Boy and drink up!
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Runway

Diaries (BC) wrote

With Deanna Rakowsky
London. Milan. Paris. New York.
Imagine traveling to these spellbinding

E-MAIL
NEESE@BCHEIGHTS.COM

citiesfor fall fashion week, where
you are relentlessly surrounded by
the glamorous designs of the hottest
designers of the year. Even though
spring had not yet sprung, the global
fashionistas gathered in these four
fashion capitals in February to preview
the upcoming looks for fall 2008.
Throughout this recent decade of
high fashion pouring out uncontrollably
in worldwidefashion scenes, London,
the underdog, proved it deserves
a spot in the international fashion
arena. Christopher Kane, Vivienne
Westwood, and Nathan Jenden were
some of the designers thatcontributed
to the overall edgy, non-commercial
themes of London's runways. Celloshaped silhouettes and large, angled
shoulders, coupled with dark makeup,
were key facets of the collections.
Others drew on themesof plaids, puffy
pants, and the 19205.
On the Italian runway scene,
attendees were exceedingly satisfied
with the always-pleasing designs of
Versace, Gucci, and Prada. Donatella
Versace's collection was very
memorable, providing a sweet balance
of her usual polished daywear with
a sexierspin on some of her other
pieces. Gucci added a bohemian flavor
offur jackets, tapestry bags, and sash
belts into the mixture ofits typical,
sexy styles. Miuccia Prada used a

raised platform, where modelswalked
in odd angles, wearing cotton and silk
silhouettesfrom the collection. Milan's
designers utilized pastel-like colors,
while still maintaining a fall look.
Paris was graced by the exquisite
collectionsof Christian Dior, Jean Paul
Gaultier, Viktor & Rolf, and Balenciaga.
Robert Owens had the hair of his
modelsfashioned like that of the
eerie girl from The Ring. He paired
the hairstyle with dark garments to
successfully add to the cryptic theme.
Dior made a loud statement with '60s
hair and makeup that added to its

vibrantsilhouettesof bubble dresses,
skirt suits, A-line skirts, and furs. As
for Balenciaga, the collection showed
simple cocktail-like dresses. They
were highly polished and extremely

wearable.
The Big Apple showcased many
talented designers like Proenza
Schouler, Marc Jacobs, Vera Wang,
and Michael Kors. Critics claimed the
designers were "too safe." According
to TIME magazine, Ralph Lauren
ultimately put on a "safe" show,

presenting viewers with consistently

gray apparel. Jacobs's "calm" collection
proved it really was nothing overly
exciting. Kors drew on themesof Jackie
Kennedy, using brown, green, and
purple colors. Regardless, fashion week
concluded with well-deserved,positive
appraisal for the wonderfully talented
designers.
PHOTOS COURTESYOFDEANNA RAKOWSKY

